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The following Thesis, written under consider 
-able pressure of time, is based on my work, as 
Assistant to the Medioal Offloer of Health for Glasgow 
during the last two years. References to the work 
of others have been as far as possible avoided, in 
order that the work should reflect my own experienoe.
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The administration of infectious disease is 
unquestionably one of the most important duties vdaioh 
the Medloal Offioer of Health is called upon to discharge. 
Indeed, to the general publio, not only does it appear 
his most obvious duty, but may even seem to be his only 
one - so largely does this branch of vork bulk in the 
publio estimation. And for the II. 0. H.- himself, the 
administration of lnfeotious disease has peouli&r attrac­
tions. 80 Q<»plex and varied are the questions which 
come before the notice of the M. 0* H. in the oourse of 
his daily work, and so far removed are many of them from 
the purely medical side of his training, that frequently 
with a sense of relief, he turns from suoh questions as 
sewage disposal, building regulations, etc. etc., to a 
study of the infectious diseases. In this sphere of 
labour he finds subjeot matter which is highly oongenlal 
to a mind trained in medicine, and he is brought face to 
face at once with something which has a most direct bear- 
-lag upon the public health. however such he may be 
interested la disease in general, the Infectious diseases, 
owing to their power of spreading from person to person, 
and thus from distriot to district, must alw^s claim a 
large share of his attention. Whilst it is perfeotly 
true that the prevalence of lnfeotious disease in a 
community oannot always ^  implicitly be relied upon as 
indicating any speolfio hygienic dofeots in its armament, 
still in many instanoes the oonneotlon between an epidemio 
and some definite breach of the laws of hygiene oan be 
only too apparently demonstrated. To some extent, but 
to that only, the M. 0. H. oan look upon the prevalence 
of a particular lnfeotious disease as lndloative of a 
weak/
£weak point in his administrative measures for the 
preservation of public health.
However true that may be, infectious disease 
has for him a peculiar value. In investigating any 
particular outbreak, enquiring into its oausation and 
the oircunstanoes which tend to encourage its spread, the 
M. 0 * H, aoquiras at first hand, a minute knowledge of the 
sooial and sanitary oonditians under which the people live, 
the importance of each a knowledge, it is perfectly 
obvious, oan hardly be over-estimated,
Hot only does lnfeotious disease aoquire an 
importance in this regard, but it also acts as the agenoy 
whereby the official responsible for the publio health 
as a whole, is brought into touch with the general 
praotitloner whose attention is naturally confined to 
his individual patients, The relation so established 
is of the greatest moment to the publio welfare, and it 
is the duty of every H. 0, H. to cultivate cordial 
relation# with the medioal practitioners of the district,
A great deal of mutual aid may thus be rendered, and the 
most benefiolal effeots will follow, not only to the 
profession, but to the general publio.
Small-pox oooupies a unique position in the 
oategory of lnfeotious diseases. Its importance from a 
publio health point of view is not only due to its ravages 
in the past, to its well-known infectivity whioh seems to 
set racial and sooial distinctions at defiance, but to 
the fact that it has been rendered the disease which is 
most susceptible to proper prophylactic measures. One 
of the greatest soourges the world has ever seen can now, 
thanks to vaccination, be largely deprived of its formid- 
-able characters. Whilst this wonderful triumph of 
medical/
medical science oan never be too highly extolled, it 
is lamentable, on the other hand, to see the indifference 
with which it is treated by a general public who owe to 
muoh to it.
There is scarcely anything more depressing than 
to see the oountry which gave birth to this great dis- 
-oovery, falling sadly behind other nations, in the use 
which they make of it.
Signs are not wanting, however, in the shape of 
outbreaks in ene large town after another (Glasgow, and 
now London, to mention no further examples) to show that 
a Heme sis is surely overtaking those communities which, 
in largely asoribing their freedcn from Small-pox to 
improvements in general sanitation, have become oareless 
regarding vaooination; fulfilling the letter, rather than 
the spirit of the vaooination laws. Zt seems not an 
inopportune moment, therefore, to entire carefully into 
the lessons whleh recent experience of the disease on a 
large seals has taught us.
The plan whioh will be adopted in this paper 
is to follow the various steps whioh are taken by the 
If. 0. H. to cope with an outbreak of hnall-pox, Written 
entirely from the point of view of an M. 0 . H. it will 
deal with Notification of the disease before the Diagnosis, 
as notification is the means whereby that official becomes 
aware of the exlstenoe of the disease. Then assuming 
that the M. 0. H. has received a communication calling 
his attention to a suspected case of Small-pox, the 
Diagnosis of the disease oan be fitly considered at the 
point where it confronts the M. 0. H.
Those methods of procedure whleh are convion to
the/
4the administration of infectious disease in general, 
such as disinfection, will be but briefly considered, 
unless some which are subject to special modification 
in dealing with Small-pox, thus, the polloy pursued 
with regard to Notification. On the other hand every 
special ettqrf directed towards the extinction of 
Small-pox will be considered at some length, M g  value 
disouqs^L, end various suggestions as to need for 
amended leglclatlca will be put forward.
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The lnfeotious Diseases (Hotlfioation) Act,
1889, originally adoptive outside London, has been made 
compulsory throughout Scotland by the Public Health 
(Scotland) Aot, 1897, Section 44, and more recently 
the tame end has been accomplished for Bngland & Wales 
bj the Infeet leas 91 seas es (notification) Extension 
Act, 1889.
this most valuable Aot supplies the machinery 
whereby the M. 0 . H. becomes scare of the presenoe of 
8mall*pox (as veil as the other notifiable diseases) In 
his district. The obligation to notify is laid upon 
two classes of people. (See Section III, 1, (a) and (b), 
(1) the head of the family is which the patient 
belongs; or the nearest relatives present or in attendance, 
or any person in Charge of or in attendance on the 
patient, or the ocoupler of the building,
(£) every xnedloal practitioner attending on or 
ealicd in to visit the patient.
Sene rally speaking the dot has become a dead 
letter as regards the fosmer class, the notification 
being almost entirely made by the medical practitioner.
But though this is true in general, an exception must be 
made in referring to the poorer olasses, especially in 
times of epidemic prevalence of disease. Under suoh 
ciroumstanoes it is a comparatively common occurrence 
for the M, 0. fi. to reoeive written or verbal notice of 
the existence of Staall-pox from non-medical sources. No 
doubt suoh notification cannot, so far as accuracy is 
concerned, have the same value as a medioal certificate, 
but it is perfectly legal on the one hand, and there are 
reasons/
&reasons why even special attention should be paid to 
it, on the other. Lay notifications of infectious 
disease emanate almost entirely from the poorer districts, 
where the population is housed In daaaely^paoked tene- 
-menta whioh provide, every facility for the rapid spread 
of the disease. On this ground therefore, the M. 0. H. 
will da well to closely investigate and verify personally, 
If possible*every suoh notification. As a variety of 
the ordinary natifisatiens by lay persons, may be 
Tttontismod the anonymous aQto which every M. 0. H. is 
oertain to reoeive. More or less illiterate notes 
Stilling attention to suspicious illness in certain 
families, and signed "A Tenant," "A Neighbour" eto., 
will no doubt find their say to the Health Offioe during 
an epidemio.
As neither the prsolaa person nor the disease 
is frequently stated* ouch osmsunioat ions can hardly be 
termed legitimate notifications. Yet it would be an 
oatfwnoJy unwise policy to utterly neglect suoh notices. 
The true policy to be pursued is to lay aside altogether 
the question as to the authorship of the note, and con- 
-fiae one’s attention entirely to verifying the informs- 
-tion imported. Many a time during the recent epidemio 
in Glasgow have hidden oases of flmall-pox been brought to 
light through this agenoy.
It may be briefly mentioned here that in 
addition to the obligations enforced by the lnfeotious 
Diseases (Notification) Aot, special reference is made 
in the Public Health (Sootland) Act, 1897, Section 97, 
and the Publio Health (fingland) Aot, 1875, Section 84, 
to the beepers of Common Lodging-houses, as being under 
the/
the necessity of at onoe reporting any case of fever or 
infectious disease.
Dealing now with the question of notification 
by the zaedioal attendant:- when a definite certificate 
of Small-pox is given, it is at onoe aocepted and the 
necessary action taken. But at the beginning, at least, 
of a Small-pox outbreak, it will generally be found 
that many practitioners have never seen a oase, and 
therefore may be justifiably ohary of sending in a definite 
oertlfdeatf. In botter-olaas praotioe, this difficulty 
can be got over by oailing in a consulting physioian in 
a doubtful oase. Amongst the working and poorer olasses, 
the medical attendant will not be able to fall baok upon 
this resource, and the readiest way out of his difficulty 
la to ooununloate his suspicions to the It. 0 , H. and 
request a consultation. Whilst not da lure- the 1C. 0. H. 
is da the consulting authority on lnfeotious
diseases, in his distriot. At least this is the light 
in whleh he is regarded by the general practitioners in 
Glasgow, And it is not unnatural to expeot that the 
official under whose supervision the whole organisation 
of the local authority for dealing witfc lnfeotious 
diseases lies, should possess a more extensive knowledge 
of these than can generally be acquired by the general 
■odloal practitioner. Xenoe the greatest importance must be 
attached to a thorough oourse of instruction in Infectious 
diseases* in the training of a M. 0. H. for his responsible 
position.
As it is an urgent necessity that a Looal 
Authority should have information regarding oases of 
Infectious disease without loss of time, it is obviously 
its/
fi
Its duty to encourage notification.
Small-pox. is a very variable disease in 
appearance, in a populace which has largely practised 
vaccination* In many cases the symptoms are so mild, 
and the eruption so sparse, that it requires no small 
amount of courage for a practitioner to maintain a 
diagnosis of Small-pox in the face of aotive opposition 
from the patient and his family.
When added to this apyaaitian are his own 
inward misgivings, arising from his imperfeot aoquain- 
-tanoe with the disease, it is not to be wondered at, if 
he calls the disease Chioken-pox, and takes no further 
action. That such a course has been followed more 
than onoe during the reoent Glasgow epidemio, Wtoava Is 
abundant proof, and the results have been disastrous.
To avoid this,it is important that the M. 0. H. 
should make the practitioner aware, by circular or other- 
-wise, that oertifioates suoh as "Suspected Small-pox," 
•Small-pox?" etc. eto., will be honoured alike with 
definite ones, and that he is ready to consult with any 
one in difficulty. further than that,it would be well 
to add temporarily to the list of notifiable diseases, 
Chicken-pox. By these two methods, as well as by 
encouraging the notification of any suspicious illness, 
accompanied by an unfamiliar rash, (to include Haenorr- 
-haglo Small-pox) the Laoal Authority is likely to 
obtain early and socurate information regarding cases 
of Small-pox, which would otherwise have been neglected.
General practitioners find it of the greatest 
benefit to have their opinion fortified by that of the 
official in whose hands the ftirther administrative action 
regarding/
2regarding the patient, lies* And It la of no small 
Importance to hare a oaae at onoe decided upon as regard# 
isolation, than to have it left at home for observation 
under conditions whioh make the patient a source of 
great danger to the other inmates of the dwelling*
Hence the eneouragement of notification of doubtful 
oases, and the willingness of the M. 0* E. to consult 
upon sash, is beneflolal alike to the community and to 
the general prastitloner*
Assuming then that the Medioal Officer of Health 
has been called in to deside upon a suspeoted oase of 
Small-pox, we have now ts sonaider
the Diagnosis st Shali-psx.
THE DIAGNOSIS OP SMALL-POX.
It is not proposed here to give a full 
clinical description of all the varieties of Small-pox, 
as that would fitly form a treatise in itself. The 
objeot is rather to show the various points whioh 
are of value in differentiating Small-pox from other 
diseases*
Inasmuch as an eruption of some kind or 
other is generally present in small-pox, the diagnosis 
is, as a rule, a matter of very little difficulty.
But oases nevertheless frequently ooour in whioh the 
greatest experience of the disease, and the aoutest 
powers of observation, will scarcely suffloe for the 
aoourate recognition of the disease*: * In a community 
whioh has praotlsei infantile vaooination, Small-pox 
will be found to vary in severity to a most extra- 
-ordinary degree* Sometimes simulating a passing 
indisposition, at other times, it is a rapidly 
fatal illness* Bn aooount of the infinite degrees 
of modification due to vaooination, and also on aooount 
of the comparative frequency of various prodromal 
rashes, the diagnosis is often a matter of the greatest 
diffioulty* Not only so, but in pure haemorrhaglo 
Small-pox,* the observer sees nothing resembling the 
ordinary variolar eruption, and may be completely at 
a loss.
Experlenoe has shown dearly that errors 
in diagnosis of this and any other disease, generally 
arise from two oeuses:-
First, an incomplete examination of the patient.
Second/
11.
Second, * tendency to be unduly influenced by 
the presence of an eruption, and to forgot the other 
clinical features.
The illness begins suddenly with shivering,
headache, pain in the small of the back, nausea or 
vomiting,and fever. These symptoms are generally 
explained by the patient as "a bilious attack,9 
•influenxa,9 9a cold,9 and suoh a description is 
often baoked up by the statement that he has fre- 
-quently had suoh attaoks before. During this stage 
various domestic remedies are apt to be used (sulphur 
and whisky being the favourite) and the subsequent 
appearance of the eruption is attributed to them.
The eruption Itself is generally stated to be exactly 
what appears whenever the patient has a bilious 
attaok or a oold. Suoh statements, made often 
bona fide, and with great emphasis, are calculated 
to mislead the medioal attendant, especially when 
the eruption is very sparse. A striking clinical 
feature is the disappearance of the symptoms of 
invasion after the eruption has oome. In twenty- 
-four hours the patient feels very muoh better, and 
it is hard to convince him that this apparent iraprove- 
-ment is in reality part of the disease. It is a 
common experience to find that the patient, feeling 
perfectly well, has resumed work, and in a modified 
attack may never feel anything further wrong with 
himself.
As a rule, the symptoms of invasion are 
severe in proportion to the gravity of the attaok, 
but I have frequently seen the suffering intense, 
with/
with a temperature of 106° F.„ and yet the case after- 
awards prove to be a mild one.
The eruption is generally the great feature 
of the disease, and is only too apt to absorb all the 
observer's attention. Before dealing with the ordinary 
variolar eruption, it may be well to describe some of 
the prodromal rashes, which are apt to prove so puzzling.
As a class, they present a different dis- 
-trlbution from the true variolar rash, inasmuch as 
they are most frequently found on the trunk, and least 
on the faoe and limbs.
The aoarlat^lfony is most frequently met 
with. It presents Itself as an erythema of varying 
Intensity, whioh is generally less punotiform than that 
of the Soarlet Fever radh. Indeed, it is usually a 
fine uniform bludh extending all over the trunk, especial­
l y  the lower part, and may also be present on the limbs. 
In many instances, it may only be made apparent by the 
blanching of the skin when pressed by the fingers.
This eruption is often persistent after the papular 
rash has appeared.
The DBteohlo-argthemAtoii. prodromal rash 
is of common occurrence. In distribution, it is as a 
rule, muoh more limited than the preoeding, its seat 
of election being a triangular area whose limits are 
as follows. A line orossing the body above the iliao 
crests, and joined at each extremity by two starting 
about four inohes Velew the pubes amid passing upwards 
and outwards to meet the first. It therefore includes 
the lower part of the abdomen, the groins, the upper 
and inner aspects of the thighs. This triangular 
shape/
shape is generally adhered to, but I have seen con- 
-siderable variations: in one instance the usual
oblique boundary An one thigh was seen, whilst on the 
other, the rash was limited in a definite manner by a 
line passing transversely round the thigh. In
addition to the principal site, the rash is also found 
occasionally extending up the flanks, at the axilla, 
at the bend of the elbow, behind the knee.
It oonsists of a rather coarsely-punctate 
erythema with peteohiae, generally bright-red, soattered 
throughout it. This rash owing to the presence of 
peteohiae, is apt to be mistaken for haemorrhagio 
Sinai 1-pox.
When at all well-marked, and characteristic ally 
distributed, this rash is of the greatest (sip in the 
early diagnosis of Small-pox. As a rule, it is more 
oommon (and this seems true of the other prodromal 
eruptions) in favourable oases. It is also the one 
which is least likely to be mistaken for any of the 
exanthemata.
A third ra4h, not generally described, has 
been of oommon ooourrenoe during the reoent epidemic. 
Being far from conspicuous, it is apt to be overlooked.
It consists of a fawn ooloured blush over the lower 
part of the trunk, being more intense over the 
hfpogastrlo and saoral regions. Apparently it is of 
vasonotor origin, as it fades under pressure by the 
fingers•
The fourth variety, the morbilliform. is of 
less frequent oocurrenoe than the three preceding, and 
is more likely to cause mistakes to be made.
The/
1A*.
The neatly eruption appears on the trunk, 
is pink in colour, very little elevated, and generally 
presents the irregular groupings of the true Measles 
eruption. Its distribution varies, being often of 
limited extent. On fading, it does not leave the 
characteristic Measles staining.
The prodromal eruptions as a whole appear 
from the second day of lllhess, and not infrequently 
persist for some days after the appearance of the 
papular eruption.
The following case illustrates the difficulty 
presented by a prodromal rash.
A nan took ill with headache, shivering and 
fever, pain in baok. When seen by me, his face highly 
flushed, showed some three papules, and over the body 
and limbs was a rash whioh olosely resembled Measles.
He was sent to the Small-pox Hospital, and being con- 
-sldered Measles by the Visiting Physician, he was 
re-vaooinated and isolated. In twenty-four hours, 
the rash entirely disappeared, and the true variolar 
rash, very soanty9 same out.
The ordinary variolar rash generally appears 
on the third day of Illness, its later appearance 
usually indloating a mild attaog*
It consists of small red-roundish papules, 
distinctly elevated above the general level of the 
skin, and hard and resistant to pressure (the "shotty* 
feeling). On lightly passing the hand over the
skin, the papules feel smooth and velvety. By their 
decided elevation, and by their resistance to pressure, 




In number they vary enormously: sometimes
being so closely set, especially on the face, that it 
would be difficult to put a pin-head on sound skin, 
at other times, the whole eruption on the skin may be 
a dozen, or fewer spots, I have come across oases 
in which from the symptoms of Invasion,, as well as 
from the association with infection, there could be no 
reasonable doubt of Small-pox, and yet the total 
cutaneous manifestation was one andytwo elements,
Whether confluent or discrete, the eruption 
generally has a certain distribution. It appears 
first on the faoe, neck and scalp, then on the arms, 
especially on the lower part of fore-arms and back of 
wrists, next on the trunk, and lastly on the lower 
limbs. Roughly then, it exhibits a gradation in 
point of time, from the face downwards, ffhllst this 
law holds true in most oases, it Is not infrequent to 
find the eruption in sa advanced a stage on the lower 
part of fore-arms, as it is on the face. All the 
elements in a given area of skin come out within a 
short time of one another, yet they are not exactly 
simultaneously^ln their appearance. Palpation will 
as a rule detect numerous elements in addition to those 
already apparent to the eye. The elements in a given 
area olosely approximate in stage of development and 
Size, although an occasional one here and there, may 
not only be larger, but further advanced.
The variolar eruption shows a deoided pre- 
-ferenoe for certain parts of the skin. It is most 
profuse/
profuse on the faoe, next on the limbs, and least on 
the trunk; being the reverse of the prodromal eruptions 
in distribution. It will also be found more marked 
on the fore-arms than the arms, showing a tendency 
to accumulate over the lower part of the forearm, 
the wrist and dorsum of hand. On the lower lirabs, 
a similar tendonoy to profhseness will be met with 
near the ankle. The eruption also affects the palms 
and solos* Coincident with the appearance of the rash 
on the skin* the palate may present a diffuse oatarrhal 
congestion,or papules to a variable number may also 
be dotted over it.
So long as only the number and further
development Of the papules are the modifying effects
of vaccination observed, too great difficulty In
diagnosis will be experienced:* the small-pox papule
being fairly oharaoteristlo. Bat oases will be met
with where the papules are not only few, but very much
reduced in also, perhaps never at any time exceeding a
pin's head. These olesely resemble the various
# .
aonelform papules so oemaenly found On the skin.
The comparative sparseness of the eruption 
on the trunk, is a point of considerable value in the 
diagnosis of Small-pox, yet when the eruption as a 
whole is very seaaty, it may be impossible to guage 
accurately its relative frequency on trunk and limbs. 
After some three days, the papule which had meantime 
been growing more pronounced, beoomes converted Into a 
vesicle.
In very much modified Staall-pox this trans- 
-formation may either not occur or be very imperfect: 
the/
-ILl
the eruption Porting at this atage. The Snall-pox veaicle 
is generally rbunded in outline, and flattened on the 
top. Frequently a small depression is noticed on the 
top of the vesicle, v/hioh thus presents an umbilicated 
appearance. This umbilioation is chiefly met on the 
trunk and limbs, but is not always present. Those who 
are not conversant with Small-pox are apt to attach 
undue importance to this appearanoe as being diagnostic 
of the disease, and further, any kind of depression 
presented by a vesicle, is likely to be oalled an 
umbilioation. A vesicle, however produced, will, 
after maturity, tend to oollapae, owing to lessening 
of tension, and this will be most masked on the top.
Drying changes may aocompany this relaxation, and the 
appearance will be something like this ( \
a wide saucer shaped depression. The umbilicated 
Small-pox vesiole, on the other hand, shows a minute 
central depression whilst still ***** and before any 
sign ofy(lesplication oeours. Its outline is rather 
the following
The Small-pox vesicles, like the papules 
are generally similar In size and appearance in any 
given area of skin.
From the moment that veslculatlon sets in, 
the vesiole presents a milky appearanoe whioh becomes 
more pronounced with its further development. The 
Small-pox vesiole never shows Itself as a clear trans­
parent bleb. Aft exception of this statement, however, 
may perhaps be found In those extremely small modified 
papules already referred to, when veslculatlon sets In. 
Here we have a small pin-head vesicle seated in the 
middle/
ia.
middle of a circumsoribed areola, and it is not easy to 
say whether it be translucent or not. A further test 
of a Snall-pox vesicle is to be found in its multi- 
-locular character. When pricked with a pin at one 
point, it will not entirely collapse. This is not a 
safe guide9 and need soaroely be resorted to, if the 
other characteristics of the Snall-pox.vesiole be kept 
in mind.
About the seventh day of the disease, the 
faoial vesioles develop an inflammatory area, and 
gradually change into pustules.
In modified Small-pox pustulatlon may never 
be observed, the lsslOM drying up from the papular, 
or early vesioular stage. They darken as they dry, 
and the skin appears like that of a ll#ard, owing to 
the shining cornlfied plates whioh the modified 
elements form. This appearanoe is also met with under 
the thick epidermis of the palms and soles, where even 
pustules dry up, without piercing the epidermis or 
rupturing. In very slight oases of the disease, when 
other signs have vanished, a oareful examination of 
the palms and soles, fingers and toes, may reveal a 
few small dark reddish-brown spots, not elevated above 
the skin, but resistant to pressure. The only thing 
which closely sizomlates these is the small eochymosls 
when a finger has been "nipped" momentarily between 
two hard surfaoes. These little "cores" remain as 
tell-tales on the palms and soles, long after the rest 
of the body has become free from eruption, and these are 
of great value in the detection of missed oases of 
the disease.
By the eighth day of the disease, the facial
elements/
elements have become fully pustular, and when this 
stage is reached the eruption of Small-pox can not 
be readily mistaken for anything else. The pustules 
mature, exude thick honey-like pus, which forms 
prominent crusts. These in time become detached 
leaving desquamation of the intervening skin.
When the eruption has been very oopious, 
a spurious appearanoe of commencing Snall-pox eruption 
may be presented by a faoe which has just been freed 
of its orusts. The normal intervals of skin simulate 
papules, whilst the depression caused by the commencing 
cicatrisation are taken for the true skin.
In this hasty summary of the eruption of 
Small-pox, it is not intended to enlarge upon the 
course of the general symptoms of the disease. These 
will be referred to, as required, in dealing with 
the differentiation of ftnall-pox from other diseases.
Haemorrhagio Small-pox may be taken as a 
olass by itself* Hot only on aooount of its invariably 
fatal termination but beoause its outaneous mani- 
-festations are so unlike those of ordinary Small-pox 
that it is not usually reoognlsed; it is an Important 
subjeot for study.
This form of the disease sets in with 
considerable vlolenoe, although the temperature is 
not as a rule very high. Very early, the patient 
assumes a characteristic •felled" look, although the 
intellect remains perfectly clear.
Hie only prodromal eruption which seems 
peculiar to haemorrhagio Small-pox is a violent 
erythema, like erysipelas in appearance. I have seen
a /
a patient covered with an eruption of this kind, 
the tint resembling that of a boiled lobster. The 
intensity of the redness was shown by the contrast 
offered when pressure was made by the fingers. 
Peteohiae varying in size soon made their appearanoe 
more particularly over the trunk. They may be red 
or purple, rapidly inorease in number, and tend to 
coalesce, so that the whole surfaoe of the trunk, 
espeoially the lover part, bee ones plum-coloured. 
IfchConJunotlval haeMMfcages begin, and extend 
until the whole eye is black. Haemorrhages then set 
in from all the mucous surfaces, and death ensues 
in a few days. The tragic feature of this form of 
the disease, is the clearness of the Intellect 
throughout, and patients may be asking if their 
illness be really serious a few hours before death 
ocours* As showing the difficulty of diagnosis, 
the following casaiaay be referred to.
X received a hasty note regarding a woman 
who had been ill some five days, and whom the medical 
attendant certified as Typhust The patient was 
obviously moribund when seen, the face pale, and 
presenting no kind of eruption whatever. The arms 
were alike free from eruption, but the trunk was 
exactly the oolcur of a ripe plum* The eruption had 
been Watched for two days by the medical attendant 
who was evidently non-plussed by it.
In another Instance, with a history of two 
days violent illness, the vivid general eryoipelatold 
rash already referred to, was the only ffcm of 
eruption present at the time of examination.
Cases/
Cass8 of purs haemorrhagic Small-pox are 
not, however, very oommon. More frequently there 
is a certain development of the true variolar eruption, 
followed later by the appearance of cutaneous and 
other haemorrhages. The true eruption in such cases, 
is generally irregular in its distribution and develop- 
-ment, vesioulation being imperfect, and the lesions 
may be of a violet tint*
<Rie comparative sparseness of the true 
eruption in some of these oases, and before the appear- 
-anoe of haemorrhages, may lead the unwary into giving 
a good prognosis. A woman of forty was found with
a sparse eruption of undoubted Small-pox. Notwith- 
-standlng the fact that the eruption had come out, 
her symptoms of Invasion continued, the temperature 
had not fallen, the pulse was rapid and feeble, and 
the patient looked extremely ill. the eruption was 
scanty, ill-formed, and irregular, and from a considers 
-tlon of these points I vantured to prognose haemorr- 
-haglc complication - a prognosis which subsequent 
events only too fully Justified*
In some instances a pseudo-haemorrhaglc 
character may arise, owing to haemorrhage into the 
ordinary vesicular elements. Such cases, are of 
course, of muoh less grave nature than the ordinary 
haemorrhagio •
Chicken-pox is the disease which is most 
commonly mistaken for Small-pox and vice-versa. Yet 
as a rule only a little care is required to differentl- 
-ate the two diseases. But every now and then it will 
be/
be found almost impossible tt> distinguish the one 
from the other. The following general rules may 
be given. In Chicken-pox the general disturbance 
is but slight, and the eruption is often the first 
and only sign of the disease. Tithin twanty-four 
hours the eruption appears and is almost distinctly 
vesicular from the beginning. The eruption whilst 
frequently copious on the face, is generally most abundant 
on the trunk, especially ,the toaok>, and least on the 
limbs. The elements vary greatly in size and in 
stage of development in the same area of skin. There 
is no v/ell-marked gradation of development from above 
downwards, as in Small-pox. The palms bnd soles are 
mostly free from the eruption, bat this is not always 
true in the case of older children, adolescents, 
and adults. The eruption comes out in crops, so 
that various stages of development may be seen side 
by side, Xn the earlier stages the vesicles are 
approximately hemispherical in shape, contrasting with 
the flattened vesicles of Smal1-pox, and are trans­
lucent only becoming milky later. Pseudo-umbilication 
is common during the drying stags of the vesicles.
The evolution of the Chioken-pox element is much more 
rapid than in the oase of Small-pox, and crusting is 
present inside a few days.
Chicken-pox is generally a disease of young 
children, and the presenoe of a good primary vaccina­
tion scar in these may help to exclude the graver 
disease.
Henoch remarks that he has not seen a
single/
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single well authenticated case of the disease in an 
adult. The disease must surely be commons* in adults 
in this country, as I have seen at least one dozen such 
cases, where there could not be any doubt regarding the 
diagnosis.
This disease in the early stage! is often 
tery difficult to distinguish from commencing confluent 
Small-pox, especially in adults. The catarrhal symp- 
-twtt^fcay not be very prominent, and the conjunctival 
ottigSCtlon present, is similar to that observed in 
confluent Small-pox. In full-blooded adults with 
florid oomplexion, the Measles eruption on the face 
may be very distinctly papular, and simulate Small-pox 
closely. The Measles eruption attaoks the trunk, 
however, beftoru the arms and fore-arsis, and on the 
body generally, the soft character of the eruption 
with its characteristic grouping will help to clear up 
matters. Examination of the mouth may show the 
endanthea on the soft palate, and Kopllk spots may 
also jie discovered. The temperature risesy after the 
eruption has appeared, and the patient does not seem 
materially benefitted by the eruption coming out.
Whilst the abundant presenoe of the eruption on the 
trunk will undoubtedly help, it is quite conceivable 
that a measly prodromal Small-pox eruption would be 
mistaken for true Measles. The Measly prodromal 
eruption soon disappears and leaves none of the charao- 
-teristic staining of true Measles.
Scarlet Fever: This can generally be distinguished from
Snal1-pot/
Snall-pox with scarlatinifom prodromal eruption, by 
the sore throat and enlargement of the maxillary 
glands, and the charaoteristic appearanoe of the tongue. 
There is no severe back-aohe also, as. in Small-pox*
The violent erysipelatoid prodromal of 
haemorrhagic Small-pox, oan be distinguished by the 
absents of punotifora oharaoter, the appearanoe of 
the throat and tongue*
^ r rfflT may Simulate the measly or s carl at ini form
jprodrooal eruption of Small-pox, but the disease can 
be distinguished by the f e U l n m  of the constitutional 
disturbance*
Typhus Pevfpp is sometimes rather like Small-pox; the
distribution and oharaoter of the eruption, with the 
continuanoe of the fever, are paints which aid in the
differentiation*
• *:>
Inflnflnftfrr Frequently the symptoms of invasion of Small- 
-pox are diagnosed as Influenza - quite a pardonable 
error, more especially as in this disease scarldtini- 
-form and measly prodromal eruptions are met with.
The prostration is very great from the beginning, 
however, and the absence of any papular rash confirms 
the diagnosis*
Svni^ iji ^ a. This disease is frequently mistaken for Small- 
-pox* Its measly exanthema closely resembles that 
of Small-pox, whilst its papular and pustular eruptions 
are even closer imitations* The history of the case 
is/
Is the great guide, there being an absence of sudden 
onset of violent symptoms* The papular and pustular 
eruptions may readily be mistaken for Small-pox, but 
they seldom have the typical distribution, and the 
eruption at any one part is generally polymorphous.
garbas may be distinguished by the grouping of the vesicles, 
and their usually unilateral distribution.
AiHfc, nayfrrove very puzzling, but generally the long 
taration of the eruption, the presenoe of comedones, 
and the absenoe of constitutional syiftptoms will clear 
up the difficulty. In any doubtful oase the fore- 
-arms should be examined, as they are rarely affected 
by Aone, but seldom entirely escape even in very 
modified Small-pox.
Eomema, lichen, psoriasis, prickly-heat, 
rUdhes,eto. have all been mistaken for Small-pox.
A careful enquiry into the history of the oase, and a
sorutiny of the eruption Itself will generally suffice 
to detect these.
ThOce are the chief diseases which have 
oome before me, having been suspeoted as Small-pox 
by the general practitioner.
One very interesting oase of Purpura 
haemorrhaglca accompanied by severe constitutional 
disturbance, high fever etc. closely resembled Eaemorr- 
-hagio Small-pox. The haemorrhages, however, were 
mostly on the limbs, and did not show the usual charac­




Should the o m  prove one of undoubted Small- 
-pox, removal to hospital le at onoe arranged fbr. In 
Glasgow the praotloe has been (and it Is well worthy of 
imitation) to send ewery patient suffering from Small-pox 
to the Hospital kept for that purpose. The infeotivlty 
of the disease is Such that it oan hardly be considered 
good praotloe 40 attempt home isolation. No doubt in 
oertaln exceptional lnstanoes where the aooommodation is 
ample enough to scours the oamplete isolation of the 
patient,, the rigid rule might be departed from with 
safety to the publle. Taken over all9 however, the pur- 
-poses of public health are better served by the Small-pox 
patient being sent to Hospital. It is very rare Indeed 
to find active resistance being offered to the removal of 
the patient. lenoval under a warrant has practically 
never been neoessary. Zt will frcfuently happen, however, 
that in spite ef exceptional experience of teal1-pox, the 
II. 0* X, map be unable to decide at the time whether the 
case be Small-pox er not. tee procedure adopted will 
then turn upon the eireuastanees of the patient.
In a large private house, where isolation oan be 
properly ef footed, judgment may be suspended until the 
patient has been watshed for a day or two.
In ordinary olreumstanoes, however, delay is 
distinctly dangerous* and the neoessity for the immediate 
removal ef the patient may be very obvious, and yet it 
seems soaroely right that he should be removed to a 
Small-pox Hospital whilst he may not be suffering from 
the disease.
But in suoh lnstanoes, there is only one safe
rule/
uu
rule for the publio health administrate# to follow, and 
this applies not only to 8mall-pox, but to auspeoted oases 
of lnfeetlous disease in general, !.•« in any doubtful 
oase aot as if it were the major disease.
Hi# in the ease of suspeoted Steal 1-pox, this 
presents actually less dlffloulty than may be met with in, 
say, Soarlet Fewer, or Diphtheria.
A patient supposed to be suffering from either of 
these latter diseases may, unless the hospital has speolal 
and ample aoooemodatlon for the Isolation of doubtful oases, 
be lnadwertently admitted to a ward containing genuine 
oases, and may there contrast the disease. If there be 
the slightest reason to doubt the diagnosis of 8mall-pox, 
howewer, the physlolaa at the hospital will at onoe re- 
-raoolaate the patient, to protect him from oontracting 
infeotlon in hospital, and will also isolate him to prewent 
oross-lnfestion of his wards, Should the patient's illness 
ho of am lnfeetlous nature. Hot content with merely 
sofatdhldg ths afu and inserting lyqh, he will repeat 
the prooess daily to arite sure that the operation Is 
suooessfhl.
The assumption here Is, and it is well-founded, 
that a person suooeosfhlly re-waco lnated the same day as 
he is exposed to tuall-pox infection, will not take the 
disease.
It is Obwlous, of oouroe, that the patient fs 
safety from Small-pox will almost entirely depend on the 
efflolenoy of the waoolnation. this will be dealt with 
later on in oonnection with the question of waoolnation.
My experience during the epidemle showed olearly that the 
tendeney In part of the medloal praot it loners was to miss 
doubtful/
doubtful oases of Small-pox, and thus many mild oases wem 
labelled Chioken-pox, or othsr diseases, and allowed to 
go about spreading infeotion.
To oounteraot this tendonoy, the task set me 
was to deteot such mild oases, and in doing so my errors 
in diagnosis hswe all leaned to the side of onation.
Better it As to send a pattest te a Small-pox Hospital, 
shore he oas be protected from h a m  by being at onoe re- 
▼aeolnated, than to definitely pronounce as not Small-pox, 
one dfe might oentlame to spread the disease.
Issmwal te fiaapital hawing been arranged for, 
em#slrjr Should be at onoe instituted te determine,
(1) the source of the patient's infection, and 
(£) the number and distribution in the d 1st riot of 
the persons aha hare probably beoome inf so ted 
from him.
Comparing the date Of sickening as glwen by 
the patient or his friends, with the stage of the disease 
now before him, the M. 0. S. is able, by assuming an 
awerage lnoubatlsa period of tvelwe days, to tell the 
patient the period about tebidh he recelwed his infection. 
The hypothetical date will not infregiently recall to the 
patient's mind some special newsments on his part about 
that time, such as, a wislt to a particular house, etd.
By subsequent enquiry at the addresses glwen, the M. 0. H. 
may be able to bring to light some missed oase of the 
disease.
Coming to the second point it is of the greatest 
importance te examine eweryeme in the house. Often by 
doing so, one has disoowered indubitable traces of mild 
Small-pox in ether members of the family, especially the 
younger/
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younger ones. Ou enquiry it will be found that the 
constitutional disturbance was so slight* that no con- 
-nection between these apparently trifling indispositions 
and the present attack was ewer suspeoted.
The following instruotiwe examples may indicate 
the necessity of such an examination being made.
A practitioner sends a note requesting that a 
sanitary inspector (I) who knows something about Small-pox 
be sent to examine a suspioious oase. I found a woman in 
bed with a well marked attaok of discrete Small-pox, and 
oareful examination of the children showed that four 
ouooessiwe mild at tasks had passed unnotioed.
Attention is called to a woman who is found to 
be suffering from wall-marked Small-pox. Her daughter, 
aged 20, who is supposed to he <#i^ £e well, displays an 
eruption of ftsoll■ppx very mild ef about three weeks 
duration. The nature ef the illness was newer suspeoted, 
the few spots beii^ attributed to •the blood being out of 
order.9
A school-girl of g develops every mild attaok 
of Small-pox, and in turn infests her sister with a more 
severe attack, this latter hawing no need for medioal 
attendance continues at work, and infects a unvaoolnated 
friend with an almost fatal attaok. It w*s only in 
tracing the infection of this last oase that the two earlier 
ones were brought to light.
AEnquiries are also made as to the following 
particulars.
(1) Date when patient left work after sickening,
(8) Places of employment of the other members of the 
infested house.
(3) Hemes and addresses of all who hawe visited the
infested house, or of whom patient, or any 
member of the household has wlsited sinoo he 
slekemed,
(4) Hsmm of sbhsol attended by any ehlld in house.
Sawing seoured this information, the M. 0. H. 
urges upon the household, and all ‘contacts* to proteot 
themeslwes by being at onao re-waooineted. Generally 
speaking, so far as lieegov is oonoerned, he will hawo 
little diffleulty in persuading the patient's family to 
eemsent, as they hams the disease before them to convict 
the hesitating, but it is a widely different matter 
dealing with the leas intimate ‘contacts,* such as 
occasional visiters, or neighbours in the same tenement.
Lsawing for the munemt any further consideration 
of the measures adopted out^de the household, we may 
study the prooedure involving the lnfeoted family and 
house.
THE INFECTED FAMILY.
Immediate vaooinatlon of any Infant, mad re- 
-vaccination of every one above 5 years, In the house, 
having been aoeompliahed, the subsequent steps taken are 
modified, by the olreumstanoes of the particular oase.
In a large sad veil appointed house, shore 
the inmates are ef cleanly habits, and the disease has 
either been reaagnlsed early, or if late, the patient 
has been confined te his re on since the onset, it is 
sufficient tc advise a coexists bath and change of 
clothing. All the infected clothing being taken avay 
for disinfection, along vith the patient's bedding, eta , 
the house is disinfected in the manner afterwards 
described*
lut in nany oases disinfect ion of the house 
and clothing cannot be aooeaullahod whilst the family 
remain at hone. Thus, the house nay be, and often is, 
a single apartment, and frequently there is no change 
of Clothing, lot alone bathing facilities. In suoh oases, 
and also shore a finally refuses re-vaeolnatlon, removal 
to the reception house in an ambulance is indioated.
To aooeapllA this it sill rarely be found 
neoessary te put into force the legal powers for removal 
which the various Acts referred te in the following 
Seotlon, place at the ggapoaal of the Local Authority.
Aa a valuable factor in publio health adminis- 
-tration, the role of the reoeption house is a peculiar 
one, and well worthy of study.
THE RECEPTION HOUSE.
This inatltutlon ia of Glasgow origin, the 
flrat one having been opened in 1872. At firat it was 
intended for the uae of the poor people from whose houae 
a oaae of fypfcoa hod been removed. In it, they hod their 
body surfaces freed from infeotlon by bathing, their 
infeeted olethlng taken away end othera meantime supplied, 
whllat the eoaltory atoff vere at vork femigating, white- 
- washing, and generally purifying the filthy tnfeoted den 
from vhleh they hod oeme. Later, lta uae was extended 
to include the retaining ef aueh people vhe were In all 
probability iron bating Typhus, until the maxlTBUTn inouba- 
-tlon period had been aafely paeaed.
Originally naed in eonneetien with Typhus, the 
reoeptiem heuae hae latterly been ef eervloe in dealing 
with Small-pex and Bubenle Plague.
Me etatetery powers te remove and detain 
"ooataete* in the reeeptlea heuae vere eonferred until 
the paaelag ef the Olaegov Pel lee (Amendment) Aot,
1890:- the following being the leetiea referred to.
GLASGOW POLIOS (AMENDMENT) ACT, 1890, - SECTION V.
"ttea infect lees dlaeaae exlata or haa exist-
-ed ia amp heuae, or in any houae
occupied or meed fur the purpoae ef aleeping in by 
peraeae ia eaeeea ef the numbers allowed by this Aot, 
vhleh sonnet, in the eplnlea ef the Medical Officer 
be thoroughly eleansed and disinfected while the inmates 
cent lame te reside therein, or in any heuae the Inmates 
•*/
ef which are unable te provide themselves with 
clothing or bedding whioh is dean and free from 
infection while their clothing or bedding which has 
been exposed to lnfeotlon is being washed and disin- 
-footed, any Magistrate may on the application of 
the procurator-fiscal or sanitary inspeotor, on 
preduotlon of a certificate signed by the Medical 
Officer of Health that the removal from the said 
house ef all the residents therein who are not suffer- 
-lag from infectious disease, is necessary to pre- 
-went the spread of such disease, grant warrant to 
remove the said residents te the reoeptlon-house 
provided by the Peliee Cmmnlssloners, who shall 
aocos^edatc and maintain such persons therein for 
such period, net exceeding fourteen days, as the 
Medical Officer may consider necessary for the publio 
safety, and such warrant shall be sufficient authority 
for any officer ef the Police Ccsnlssloners to oompel 
the removal from the said house cf the residents 
therein to the said reoeptle»-houee, and to prevent 
the return of any of the said residents until the 
said house, with all their bed and body olothing, 
has been cleansed and disinfected to the satisfaction 
ef the Msdtssl tffleer CM Sanitary Inspector.!
Siaegov Police (Amendment) Aot, 1890, Seotlon 
TI. provides Per the maintenance of the reception-houses 
which had been in existence for acme years previous to 
the passing ef the Act.
So valuable was the aid rendered by the lecep- 
-tion House in dealing with infectious disease, notably 
Typhus and Small-pox, that by the Publio Health (Scotland) 
Act/
34*
Aot, 1897, its services wore made available to all 
Local Authorities ia Soot land*
Pablio Health (Sootland) Aot, 1897, Seotion 47, 
Sub-seotlon 4.
•If tho Looal Juthorlty doom it necessary to 
remove frai say house, as part thereof, or from any 
tenement of houses, all or any of tho residents not 
being thomoolvoo slsk, aa account of the existenoe or 
roooat existence Sufttl of infectious disease, or for 
the purpose of dislnfeotlng suoh house or part thereof, 
they may male application to a sheriff, magistrate, or 
Justloe, and tho sheriff, magistrate, or justioe, if 
satisfied of the neoessity af suoh removal, may grant 
a warrant authorising the basal Authority to remove 
suoh residents,sad ignoring suoh conditions as to time 
sad otherwise as te him nay seem fit. Provided always 
that as sash warrant shall ha neeessary when the 
removal is carried out with the consent of any suoh 
resident or his parent or guardian* The Looal 
Authority shall, and there are hereby empowered , to 
provide teaparary d e l t a  or house accommodation, and, 
If accessary, maintenance, with any neoessary atten- 
-dants, free af charge, for suoh persons while pre­
sented from returning to suoh house, or part thereof*" 
An important point of distinction between 
this general Art and the Police Act, oonslsts in the 
removal of the restriction to fourteen days, whioh is 
the aaxlaas period of detention allowed by the Polloe 
Act*
Publio Health (Sootland) Aot, Seotion 66, (1), 
confers upon Looal Authorities the power to provide and 
maintain hospitals for infectious diseases, and houses 
of rogeption for oonvalesoents from infectious disease, 
and for persons who have been exposed to infeotlon*
By their adoption of the Infectious Diseases 
(Prevention) Act, IStO, Looal Authorities in England and 
Vales, and Ireland, may avail themselves of the powers 
conferred by Section IS,
•As Local Authority Shall from time to time provide, 
free of charge, temporary shelter or house aooommoda- 
-tlon with any necessary attendants for the members of 
any family in whioh say lnfeetlous disease has appeared, 
whe have been compelled to leave their dwelling for 
the purpose af enabling such dwelling te ba dlsin- 
-feeted by the bocal Authority**
Be power, however, is glwen te the Looal Authority for 
ocupelling removal te the reeeptlem-house, nor for the 
detention therein of the *ecutaots* for any speoified 
period*
In theme respects the Seottimi Aots show a 
dlntlnot ad vane e upon the Ingllsh Law*
cc
The Glasgow reoeption-houses are simply old 
mansion houses roughly adapted to their present use. 
Lately, in the vacant ground attached te one of them, 
a pavilion has been ereoted whioh la much mere suitable.
A reception house for Small-pox oontaots should be built 
upon the dormitory prlnolpls: due provision being made for 
the proper separation of the sexes. That this is 
absolutely necessary has been shown by the experlenoe of 
the reeest epidemic, fee "contacts" frequently belong 
te the lowest stratum of seoiety, and are apt to show 
their contempt for decency, te say nothing of propriety.
There should be separate dormitories for males 
and females, with proper both and W.C. aeoesnodatlon 
for cash# A room might with advantage be set apart 
for use as a — rcery, ami smother as a playing room for 
the elder children, A U«|e hall will serve elite for 
r o w  and Sitting roam. It is of the greatest 
impart ease thgt there fesuld be one or mere baths
specially estaport for tho see of the "contests" on
entering, that they nap loin the rest of the oooupants
in a ole only condition of body.
Constant vigil anas mill require to be exercised 
in order te keep down vermin, scabies, etc,, nuisanoes 
whioh are act always got rid ef by the initial bath.
The haaas feculd be placed under the charge of 
a matron who has had a thorough training in infeotlous 
diseases, and for the double purpose of attending to the 
heating by steam and maintaining discipline, it is 
advisable to have a male official ia residence.
Om catering the reeeption-house,each "contact" 
has a complete bath and receives a complete ohange of 
clothing./
clothing. The infected articles are at onoe despatched 
to the sanitary wash | W H  for disinfection. This is 
generally accomplished within twenty-four hours, so thh 
those in employment are able to resume their work in their 
own v clothes without risk to their fellow workers. As 
no undoubted evidence anlsts to show that Small-pox is 
infectious during the Incubation period, no restriction 
need be put npsa the inmates as regards their intercourse 
with the general community. They must at least sleep 
in the house, and as the temperatures are taken nightly 
by the mat run (whs has been trained in fewer nursing) 
the first indications ef the onset ef the disease are 
readily ascertained,
Keddeal osaminstiau speedily fellows, and 
if necessary thehscuhast* mow a patient, la removed to 
Hospital. After a dal ant dsn af at least fourteen 
days, the "contacts are allseed te return to their 
humane Which hare an art ins been dtsdmfeeted.
td is of the greatest importanoe that reeep- 
-ties hams as fesuld be glased In the industrial distriots 
of the ten*e as that the Inmates may readily have aooess 
to their cmglayuanb* As the inmates are free from 
infection, nothing is te be gained by placing reception 
houses on the outskirts of the town. Indeed any 
objection fetch asuld be urged, would be of a sentimental 
or aesthetic madnrc, Still it is obviously undesirable 
te wilfully daterfere with the amenity ef a residential 
district by planting in its midst a house whioh will be 
oeoupied frtn time te time, by people feose out-door 
conduct may render them obnoxious to the neighbourhood.
Frequently,the most ample reception—house 
accommodation/
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accommodation will break down under the stress of an 
epidemic. It may then be neoessary to ohnflne the 
funotlons of the reoeptlon homes to I'M original use. 
Instead of detaining the "oontaots" for the full inouba- 
-tion period, it may be neoessary to disoharge them 
whenever their houses and olothing are ready. In 
saote oases it is advisable to detain them until satis- 
-factory evidoaso of their re-vaccination being suooess- 
-ful is obtained. This does not, of eourse, guarantee 
that they may not dovelaf Steal 1-pox a few days later, 
bat it ia distinctly in falroar of the presumption that 
suoh a oontingenoy is less likely to occur. Needless 
to remark, •cantoats* dismissed on suoh a short period 
system of detention, meet oontinme to be supervised at 
home until all likelihood of danger is past. As far 
as possible, aador olroamstanees of pressure, it will 
be wise to dotaia fbr the fhll period all oho have 
refaaod vase!nation or ro-vaooination.
feu extent to whioh the reoeption-houses 
have boon employed may be realised by the following 
figures thleh riftv to the operations of one of those 
in Olasgow, ia resent times. Of 100? admitted, 48 
were seat to Hospital with Steal 1-pox.
their value, however, is not merely represent­
e d  by the number of people who, slokenlng of Snail-pox 
while under supervision, were promptly removed to 
hospital, bat who, remaining at home, might have oon- 
-tinued to spread the disease. The gain to the "oontaots" 
themselves in being speedily freed from infeoted surround- 
-lngs and olothing, and to the general publio by the 
removal of possible souroes of infection, has also to be 
ipookomod.
As the l n u t M  ef the reception house generally 
belong te the poorer classes, who are ill-fed and oared 
for, it will frequently happen that Illnesses of various 
kinds will arise during their period of detention. What- 
-ever the nature of the illness may ultimately prove to 
be, its ooourrenoe will he at onoe reported to the M*O.H. 
Naturally his medical examination will he at first dir- 
-eoted to the reoognition of ootnmenoing Small-pox.
When this possibility has been olearly eliminated, and 
the oase shown to be of a non-infeotious nature, the near- 
-est medioal practitioner, who in the course of time ao- 
-quires a non-offioial cormaction with the house, is 
oalled in to attend the patient* The expense inourred in 
this way is, of course, defrayed by the Looal Authority.
The poorer classes being notorious for the 
largeness of their families, children will form no 
inconsiderable properties of the total inmates. Some of 
these may be estevil easing fresi Scarlet fewer, or other 
infectious disease whioh has net been reoognised at 
home, and others may be Incubating infectious diseases 
of various kinds an Steels stem. The first indication of
either ef these eentlagenalee nay be the ooourrenoe of 
say, fceteslee, in the reception house* The greatest oare 
and vigilance has therefore te be exercised by the 
metres, in frsgnngtAy SSrstlnlsing the children for any 
sign of infectious disease. Presqpt diagnosis, followed 
by immediate removal to hospital, and the neoessary 
Reinfection, will alone prevent the reception house 
from becoming a danger te its younger inmates*
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THE EPIDEMIC INSPECTOR.
Before entering into a description of the 
disinfection process which takes plaee after the patient 
has been removed to hospital, and the "eontaots" to 
the reoeption>4ieuse> it may be well to advert briefly 
to the duties of the Sanitary Inspeotor, the offlolal 
she carries out this part of the work.
The sanitary inspector is to be regarded 
as the executive officer of the X. 0. H. The latter 
is ohlefly charged with devising the various methods 
of procedure, and the former carries them out. The 
sanitary lnspeotor is largely concerned with the dis- 
-oovery sad abatement of nuisances, indeed, under the 
English Acts, he is tesned inspector of imlssroes.
But fee has generally allotted to him various duties in 
oonneotlon with Infectious disease.
In a large town like Glasgow, there is the 
ohief sanitary inspector, who has under him a large 
staff whioh take up special branches of work. Thus 
there are the asiaonoe inspectors, epldemio inspectors, 
food and drugs inspectors, seaman lodging-house 
inspectors, neat inspectors, etc. etc. In addition 
there is a numerous staff employed in disinfecting.
The epidemic inspector, on receiving a notification 
of infections disease, proceeds to the house, and takes 
note of the date of siskcuing of the patient; names and 
addresses of contacts; the aooonmodation for isolation, 
if any; the milk supply; the latrine aeoommodatlon; 
general state of the house as regards cleanliness and 
overcrowding; any complaints regarding defeotlve drains, 
et. etc. It is on his report as a rule, that a ease 
of/
of infectious disease is allowed to remain at home or 
not. He gives directions as to what articles should 
be dlsinfeoted, the rooms to be fumigated, etc., and 
passes an order to that effect to the disinfecting 
staff. He makes dally enquiries in an infected tene- 
-sent regarding any suspicion of illness, and reports 
accordingly. He keeps ^contacts* who have not been 
removed to the reoeption house, under supervision until 
the fill limit ef the lnoubation period of the disease 
is past. In twcs and threes the epidemic inspectors 
take up the re-vaoolnatlon of people living in infeoted 
tenements in the poorer districts, and also in model 
lodging-houses.
His duties sre thus manifold, and demand a 
considerable amount of ability end discretion for their 
discharge.
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D I S I N F E C T I O N ,
During an epidemic of 8mal1-pox the Health 
Offlea and the newspapers will be alike deluged by 
advertising puffs, lauding the effleienoy of So and £b 1s 
patent chemical disinfectant. However mu oh the general 
publio m y  be thus lnduoed to make use of the partloular 
disinfectant, the lLOJU will adopt a wiser course*
Zn his ehelee af disliifcgeaats the X* 0. H. will do well 
to r eject m y  patent or seeret preparation, and oonflne 
his attestloa to substances of known chemical composition, 
and ascertained baoterloldal potenoy• To meet the 
varying oiroumstansss ^ioh nay arise, he will do well to 
provide himself with several reliable preparations, both 
for use in the gassoas and llqpld conditions.
The disinfectants <MwUd ho efficient, yet 
moderate in paries* They should bo as far as possible 
non-poisonous, and Should lnfllet the Tsintnsns damage 
upon the fabrics or suarfaoes to vhleh they are applied. 
Their methods of applioatleu should be sufficiently 
slaple, so that they oan be readily carried out by 
people of ordinary intelligent# and education. Next 
Indeed, t# the aseertaiued baoterloldal potenoy of a 
dlslnfeotemt, Is the Imperteaee ef a knowledge as to 
the proper method ef applying it. The general publio 
fassfaeutly purchase the best disinfectants, but fall 
very far short in their praotioe of applying them,
Wm* it is oehsen te find a seuoer containing Condy's 
Fluid in a siok-room, no doubt plaoed there in the wain 
hepe that the lnfeotious matter, in some unsorutable 
way, will be attraoted to the comparatively small 
surface of the fluid and be destroyed by its disinfecting 
aotion*
After the removal of the patient, the Infected 
clothing Is saturated with a 4X solution of Formalin, and 
afterwards removed to the Vhsh-house to be thoroughly 
washed, and all artides which oannot be washed are 
treated to a process of disinfeotion by passing through 
the steam disinfector, or fumigated by means of sulphur 
or A1formant lamps.
After the removal of the lnfeoted clothing, 
the premises are then fumigated by burning sulphur, in 
the proportion of 2 iM. talphur to every 1,000 cubic 
feet oentalmed in the apartment, the exposure to the 
reagent being at least 4 hears* After fumigation 
the walls end ceiling are then whitewashed, the white- 
-wash containing iX solution of Isal.
In some instances, in addition to fumigation, 
the walls are sprayed with a dX solution of Formalin, - 
such as when the sails of the wmm are papered and the 
wall-paper not taken off, or shore the walls of the 
apartment in shich the ease occurred were in a very 
dirty condition, or shore the presiises were found to 
be overcrowded*
The eomacn lobbies and stairs ef the tenement 
are also ^ltevabhcd by the dlslnfeotlng staff.
The following are the proportions of various 
disinfectants used by the tlasgov Sanitary Authorities:-
Sulphur,...... ........ Proportion - 2 lbs. per 1,000
oublo feet.
Formaldehyde, .......... A 4X solution is used for spray-
-ing.
I sal, *•••.........••••• iX used in Whitewash.
Carbollo,  ......... oX used for washing floors, Ac.
Bl-chlorlde of Mercury,. 1 lb* to 50 gallons of water
for saturating olothing, 
washing woodwork. Ac.
• 1 in 500 solution*
These methods in daily use, may not conform 
to the scientifio ideal of disinfection, but their 
practical value is shown by the fact that up to the 
present, no oase of Small-pox has been dearly traced 
to faulty disinfection.
A passible loophole of escape for the infective 
matter may arise fren some lnfeoted artioles having been 
put past ia drawers, etc: these receptacles not being 
interfsred with by the disiafectors •
The Small—pox patient having been removed to 
Hospital* the lnfeoted family to the reoeption-house* 
and the lnfeoted houae handed over to the dlalnfeetlng 
staff* steps are nov taken to neutralise any infeotion 
whioh hay have gone from the lnfeoted houae Into the 
general oetwualty*
Every Individual who is known to have been In
oontaot with the patient alnoe his Illness began* is
visited* warned af the olreumstanoes* and urged to at 
onoe proteot himself by re-waoolnation.
Should the patient* owing to the mildness of
the attaok* have continued for any time at his work after
siokenlng* a visit Is paid to his plaoe of employment* 
and the oo-operadtom of tho maployer Invited to procure 
the limed late re-vaoelnetion of the employes *10 have 
been associated with the patients
It Is an Interacting fast that this appeal 
rarely fails to ho heartily responded to by large employers 
of labour* da edaoated mam* they recognise the risks 
whioh thalr workmen run# as* a m  keen to appreoiate the 
dlaagtneua effeota wbdsb ulghlasorwe to their business* 
should 11 be knaau that flmali-pox has coourred in their 
faotaalont rto* B*e smaller firms* as a rule* fail to 
display tbla gnll^rtsnsd spirit* and their help is either 
refused or given gmifeig|lp* To this unfortunate attitude. -v
of mind*there are happily numerous exceptions. When 
ftaall*pos has become very prevalent In industrial dia- 
-trials* many firms have Issued notloes giving their 
workers the alternative of oonsentlng to re-vaocination 
or leaving their employment.
Employers are further Invited to send the name
and/
and address to the M. 0, H. of any worker who is absent 
from v/ork. On reoelpt of such notice the patient is 
visited* and if the illness be clearly other than infeotious 
disease, no further steps are taken with regard to him.
By this means numerous oases of Smal 1-pox have been 
brought early to light* with benefioial results alike to 
the patient* the employer's business* and the public health.
As the reoeption-house accommodation is bound 
to be sereroly strained during an epidemio* it is 
impossible to remowe to it ewery one known to have been 
in oontaot with a Smal1-pox case, even were it deemed 
neoessary to do so.
The epidemio inspector (whose duties are already 
desoribed) oalls upon all eontaets within his district* 
during a period of not less than fourteen days from their 
last exposure to infeotlen. He reports at once to the 
II* 0. H. any illness whloh occurs during this period* and 
they are medio ally examined. Presently the illness 
reported will prows to be of a non-infeotious nature: 
indeed* many sueh reports refer to the waoolnal fever 
whloh eoours in those who have become re-vaoolnated. But 
a wise M. 0* X. wdll newer regret suoh visits* as not only 
is it bettor to err on the side of safety* but the faot 
that the re-maceiaatien has proved suooessful* is no 
proof thsd fchJU-pex nay not be about to appear.
mm snmcfiD tenement.
the tenement system being a feature of Scottish 
towns* the occurrence of Inall-pox in a fmily has an 
important interest to the other inhabitants of the tene- 
«*Miit. By its ooxaoon stair and lobbies* sometimes also* 
as/
as in the poorer distriots, by it* ooomon latrine aooocxmo- 
-dation, and by the comparative olose packing of its human 
contents, the tenement in itself, favours the spread of 
infection. When a oase of Small-pox. eestore* the 
individual families in the tenement are varned of their 
danger, m d  advised to be re-vaooinated. As eaoh tene- 
-ment dweller has probably eome into oontaet, if not with 
the patient, at leaat with some one ooolng from the infected 
house, his risk of oootraetlng lnfeotion is considerable.
St beoesma Important therefore, to secure 
systematio re-vaccination of the population of the infeo- 
-ted tenement* Bar is this ta be seouredT The partloular 
proeedure adapt ad will hspead upon the olaas of tenement •
Zn respectable distadots, the various households 
oan be depended upon ta aeeure the aervieee of their own 
family doe tor, and bo rs nasi noted by him* But in the 
poorer dlstriota a regular medical attendant is the oxoep- 
-tion rather than the rale* Yet it la precisely in such 
districts that the sondltleas are more favourable for the 
spread of the diseaas, and the noooaslty for wholesale 
rs was sf nab A m  la the mast urgamt*
m e  M* •* I* si^d be tcsqited to solve the pro- 
-hlam by inviting the naaraat praotltioner to offer re-vaaed- 
-natlam in the tenement, bat this would raise several Issues 
flwl Of all, the practitioner would probably 
find aa m d  Of his mhaabla tine consumed in persuading 
the people, that he would give up the task in despair, 
•eeendly, ha might be para anally obnoxious to some of the 
tenant#* fhlrdly, and most important of all, his pro- 
-feesicoal brethosm in the diatrlot might resent this 
appointment as indicating personal favouritism on part 
of/
of the M. 0. H. and as giving the practitioner so appoint­
e d  an introduction to families who generally had other 
medical attendants.
None of these are fanciful objections; they 
have all had praotioal illustrations during the reoent 
epidemio in Qlasgow.
The If, 0, H, may get out of the difficulty by 
sending an assistantA but in the height of an epidemic, 
when suoh a solatiea would be most useful, the latter will 
probably find plenty of more urgent work to mrnmmj hiB 
time*
Tinder these oireumstaDoes, it may be advisable 
to unploy a number of ysung biU m I men, who will gladly 
embraoe the opportunity of engaging in active work, uhlle 
waiting on a praetiee farming, Ihese gentlemen may be 
sent as required to the ddtforant infested tenements in 
the City, and as they will bars no personal oonneotion 
with the diet riot assigned to them, no objection can be 
raised by the disdedst practitioners*
But the work will fbeasently be found to be of 
a most diuoouragiag nature* Hush time and labour are 
sure to be expended with little me veoo lnat ions effeoted. 
Bdses o sMd^housheod be thereof! y alarmed by the 
prsralraes Of haul 1-pox* these measures will have but 
little susohBhp Se etssgsw the M. 0* K* has had to 
roly upon hie Offtdrate inspectors to secure the re-vaooi- 
«rahirnn Of ern tafeetod tenement, and these men, being 
well-hesem in the district, frequently succeed where a 
strengem would fail*
▲ tenentnt in whioh a ease of Small-pox has oo- 
-curred is regarded as infected, and the epidemio inspector 
makes/
makes dally enquiries regarding the health of the tenants 
for a period of at least fourteen days* Ivery suspicion 
of Illness Is at onoe reported to the M. 0* H. In 
urging re-vaooinatlon upon the inhabitants of an infected 
tenement the inspector takes note of all the unvaooinated 
infants, and impresses upon their parents the need for 
havixv t*e operation at onoe performed. It is fitting 
te note here u curious mental attitude exhibited by 
parents towards infantile vaccination. The law having 
stated that an infant must be vaccinated within the first 
six months of its ox1stcnee, a conviction has unconscious­
l y  arisen in the minds of many people, that to vaoolnate 
earlier than elx months of age, is dangerous. Wo doubt 
the wish te strain the legal period te its utmost limit, 
may be regarded as the father te this thought, but one 
has frequently great difficulty, an this account, in per- 
-suading parents of the necessity for having the operation 
done lms» diet sly, owing te the infant having been already 
exposed te I n f w U u u
A timely reference te the fast that about six 
months of ago the * teething* troubles (made so muoh of 
by young amtheeel will be beginning, and that the older 
the child the more likely he is te vigorously move his 
asm and th ereby eat accelerate the healing of the vaoolnal 
sere, mill gsmetfcese bring about the desired oensent.
Thgne ems hardly be imagined a more thankless 
teak, and ame demanding a greater display of tact and 
pat 1 usee, than that which falls te the lot of the unhappy 
official who has to argue with, persuade, and even 
oajole, ignorant, obstinate, and frequently drunken people 
te take the most obvious means of preserving their own 
health.
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CAUSES OP FAILURE IN TRACING INFECTION*
One might be tempted to i i M M  that the searoh- 
-ing enquiries already Indicated, Into the olrcumstanceg 
of a Small-pox oase, would enable the M. 0. H, to obtain 
oomplete control of any seoondary lnfeotion from it.
But suoh an assumption would lead to rather a sanguine 
▼lew of the situation*
So doubt, If oomplete and acourate information 
were obtained regarding the persons and objects possibly 
infeoted by any given patient, the spread of the disease 
oould be considerably limited. Suoh an ideal condition 
of things is, however, never attained, flAd we may now 
study sodm of the eirouootoases whloh oonduoe to failure.
Let us teke first sf all the simple oass of
a patient who has boon confined to bed singe the onset
of the illness, until he has been notified as suffering 
from flnall-pgsJ
SftMi eveWf desire to furnish aoourate informa- 
-tion, he nay be unable to complete the list of people
who hare boon in SunAaet with hla. Defects of memory
may oause some names to be omitted, or, if the names be 
obtained, the addresses nay have been forgotten. A 
oortain euifrtr Sf people nay thus esoape attention, and 
sickening U M 9  of the disease, act as new fool of 
infection* W m  other members of the family who have 
probably oontlnued at work, whilst living in highly 
infeoted surroundings, may have spread abroad the germs 
of disease. No doubt, their fellow workers may be 
warned, but it is impossible to traoe those whom they 
ia&y have infeoted in the street, tram-oar, railway-trains, 
eto./
s u
etc. It need hardly he stated, that infeotion may be 
conveyed to others although the bearer of the Infection 
Is as yet free from the disease.
But It becomes a matter of even greater 
difficulty when we try to trace the infeotion distributed 
by a patient whose mildness of attaok has not necessitated 
confinement to bed and house. Such mild oases are of 
infinite importance as agents of the spread of infection. 
Being unrestrloted in their movements, they mingle 
freely with the general publio, whilst the odd papule 
or two whloh the faoe may display, will not attract the 
slightest attention. A single suoh undetected oase 
may convert what has hitherto been a strictly localised 
outbreak, into a widespread epidemic. The mildness of 
the attack In the one oase is not the slightest guarantee 
that those seoondarlly infeoted from it will be equally 
fortunate. Evidence has been abundantly obtained durlig 
the recent epidemio in Glasgow, to show how mild undetected 
oases have given riso to others of the most fatal 
description*
For example
A sofcool-glrl had a very mild attaok of Small -
pox Whish never attracted attention. Having been tfcfts
having
infeoted, her sister aged SO years, who had been vaooina- 
-ted in lafOmay, developed a somewhat more marked attaok 
of the disease* Bvea in this instance, however, the 
illness did not seem to reqei.ro medical attendance, 
the patient's mother and herself, attributing it to 
•the blood being out of order.* She therefore oontinued 
at work, and when X oalled as a result of information 
furnished anonayously, she was about to leave for a dance! 
In/
In duo time, a companion of hers, and a frequent visitor 
to her, who was unvaoe lasted, developed oonfluent Small- 
-pox, of whloh she nearly died*
It will be readily admitted then that an 
extremely modified attack of Small-pox, whilst fortunate 
for the patient oonoemed, may be produotive of immense 
danger te the public health.
Bat iuperfeet information cannot always be 
attributed to dafeotlve memory on part of the patient or 
his fssUl/t or to circumstances over whloh they have 
no control.
It is the ossraon experience of everyone who 
has been ongiged in act lag such engairies, that wilful 
attempts te deceive, which are only too frequently 
successful, are te be met with. Vhere any signs of this 
tendenoy oaa be obtained, sometimes the truth may be 
got at by explaining that no harm is meant to those whose 
names end addresses sms wasted, that on the contrary, 
the only ablest is ts warn them, so that they may be 
prsteoted from  attach* dmangst the ignorant classes 
there is not infraspssndly * vague idea that their friends 
may he subjected te seme ferns sf legal preseoution for 
basing bean is contact with infest ion.
H M *  Shari table interpretation of the lying 
and n1 si Sgdtpg Spawns sennet always be maintained, how- 
-evee* and She is forced to the conclusion that there is 
a certain class d m ,  from shear perversity, prefer 
falsehood ts truth.
h ®  BU 0* H. may fall also in his attempts to 
locate Vie various fool of infeotion, owing to some oases 
of the disease having been wilfully hidden. This, of 
oourse/
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oour99, is subject to penalty under the Infectious 
Disease (Notification) Act, already referred to, but 
considerable difficulty is experienced in being able to 
prove that the offenders were aware of the nature of 
the disease.
One or two instances of this conoealment of 
disease may be here cited, which are all the more notable 
as occurring in tallies that were otherwise highly 
respectable*
(1) In elderly nan sailed at the Health Offloe 
and stated that a daughter had died the previous night 
of what he feared was tael 1-pox• As no medical 
attendant had been sailed in9 although the family 
oireumstances were fulte capable of affording suoh9
I at ease visited the hsuse. • She oorpse ef a young 
woman tho had evidently died ef eea^luent Small-pox 
on about the 12th day of illness, was lying in the 
kitchen bed. ta adjourning te a room in order to malm 
enquiries regarding the lllmeee9 I found the brother and 
sister of the dee eased both suffering from dlsorete 
taall-pex. It seemed incredible that they should have 
allowed suoh a Violent illness te go on without medioal 
SIMi S M N i  but me prsper explanation was forthcoming.
All that esutd be dame was te send the two patients 
to Hespitilt fbitar te tab reception-house, and the 
oerpde te the Small few hospital Mortuary.
(2) ▲ nets was reeelved from a medioal practitioner 
stating that he had been summoned te a oase of Small-pox 
the previous evening, that the patient had shortly 
thereafter died, and that he had no medioal attendance 
during his illness.
On/
On visiting the house, the oorpse of a oon- 
-fluent a&all-pox oase vas found, the Illness having 
apparently lasted about a fortnight* The relatives 
alleged that they did not know what the disease was, 
and trusted to his getting better without summoning 
medioal aid* By the irony of fate, apparently, the 
olose of the tenement in whioh they livedt had displayed 
for weeks an offioial notioe regarding the prevalence 
of Small-pqx, and advising re-vaoolnation*
Bat they had not yet completed the full 
measure of their transgression. They denied visitors 
of any description* and said that those present at the 
tine of the offioial visit t o n  all who had been 
oooupying the hease.
Sane tm tips Ihfccr a young man living in a different 
p&arter of the tenn developed Snall~pox whioh ultimately 
proved fatal, having become haemorxhaglo• It was
found that .he had been living in the house with the 
deoeaaed mentioned, and had only left the day he died* 
Vithla the last few days (16th January, 1902) 
a third jnstones has eeeurred.
▲ oMTd of 10 years* afterwards found to be 
uavaeslanted*? tarns ill sad is off school* The school 
hoard effleor is told that dhe has gone to Ireland. ▲ 
week or tw^ later* a suspicious neighbour informs the 
district epidemic inspector who at onoe institutes 
enpsiries* The nether attempts to pass off a healthy 
ohild as the one named by the inspector* He finally 
gets sooess to the patient and finds oonfluent fiknall-pox. 
The ohild has been lying with the disease for fully 




ohildren In the house* The mother pleads that she 
thought the disease was Measles, but it Is perfectly 
apparent that she had at least a shrewd suspicion as 
to the real nature of the illness*
Another fruitful oause of failure to trace 
the distribution of infection may arise from the faot 
that the proximate souroe of infeotion is not a person, 
hut an article.
As already alluded to in the chapter on dis- 
-infeotion, Infeoted artloles, not recognised to be such, 
may escape the dlsinfeoting prooess altogether. Some 
of them may, in the general oleaning-up after disin- 
-feotioa, or at a more remote period, ho sold as rags, 
cto., and thus paaa to people who hare not been re- 
-vacolnated. Rags are taken as a handy illustration, 
but it is obrlous that any Infeoted artiole may spread 
infection*
She greatest cause of failure in limiting 
the spread of the ftaall-pex infeotion is, however, 
neglect of the practice of waeolnation by the general 
oonmnnity* Could eaoh individual be rendered proof 
against infeotion, the distribution of infective 
matter would'clearly become of trifling importance, 
so far as that particular eoonamlty were concerned*
She valao and influence of vaoolnation will, 
however, be treated sosMWhat fully in a later seotion.
MEASURES APPLIED TO THE CIT^ T AS A WHOLE.
Every effort should be made by means of
posters, hand-bills, etc., to give public warning 
regarding the prevalence of the disease, and the 
neoesslty for immediate resort to re-vaccination.
Simultaneously with such notioe, the Local 
Authority should take steps to provide re-vaccination. 
Medioal practitioners are paid for each successful 
re-vaooination above the age of say, 10 years, and the 
Local Authority provides a pure lymph supply.
It is eminently desirable that these precau­
tions should be adopted early in the outbreak, and 
yet human nature is such, that not until the danger he- 
-ooaes taoinent, will the ecomnity be found willing to 
take advantage of the facilities offered.
Experience has shown that people will delay 
and delay, always hoping that the disease will not afflhot 
their particular district.
Thus, the wife of a patient in the extreme 
north of Glasgow last year, said that she had been daily 
looking the papers ts see when a ease of Small-pos 
occurred in Springburn. Onoe that happened, she and 
her husband intended being rc-waooinated• Unfortunately
the first oase was in her own household.
Bvidenee has been repeatedly obtained that 
whilst re-vase Inst ten will be readily accepted in an 
infeoted tenement, the neoesslty. for it will not at all 
appeal to the inhabitants of tenements in the neighbour- 
-hood. Similarly, house-to-house visitation for the 
purpose of re-vaoolnatlng a district whioh has not up till 
that/
that time, had a oase of Small-pox, will prove a 
complete failure.
With primary vaccinations the Looal Authority 
has at present nothing to do, but, curiously enough, 
and as lndloatlng the anomalous conditions of leglsla- 
-tion, the Looal Authority in Sootland, is entitled by 
Public Health (Scotland) Aot, 1897, Section 77, to de- 
-fray the oost of re-vaooinatlon.
The whole question of the administration of 
the Vaooination Acts vill be dealt vith in the section 
on vaooination.
Encouragement of vaooination and re-vaooinatiai 
is undoubtedly the most valuable weapon which a Local 
Authority oan wield in dealing with an outbreak of 
ftoall~pox.
There are various : C4toee measures, directed 
to the attaliment and maintenance of a higher standard 
of sanitation, Which, however, must not be negleoted, 
although their influence in suppressing an outbreak 
is small compared with vaooination.
It is a favourite dootrlne with the better 
classes that oleanliness of person and surroundings 
will suffice to protect ftocm They regard,
therefore, the ooourrenoe of Small-pox in their families 
as being a reflection on the oleanliness of the house- 
-hold. That there is a grain of truth in this belief 
no one would venture to deny. Defective hygienic 
surroundings will unquestionably predispose to infection 
of any kind, notoriously, however, to Typhus Fever and 
Plague. The distribution of Typhus Fever in Glasgow 
or similar large towns, is undoubtedly a valuable guide 
to/
to the districts whose sanitary condition is much below 
par. Typhus and Plague (in the bubonic form) are 
diseases pre-eminently of dirty quarters; in both the 
infection seems to have a limited striking distance. 
Small-pox, however, represents the other extreme. Its 
striking distance is considerable, and it shews a 
supreme contempt for mere social distinction, and the 
degrees of material oomfort or tha reverse, whioh these 
Imply,
Cleanliness will no doubt lessen to a slight 
extent, the ohanoe of Infeotion, but its powers of pro­
jection are of small moment compared with those of 
vaooination.
Still the removal of dirt Is always desirable, 
and especially so during an epidemio 4f Small-pox, when 
every vaste-heap may contain Infected particles.
By the investigation of the Sanitary Inspector 
end his staff, dirty houses and tenements are brought to 
light.
Orders are thereupon Issued to the tenants and 
proprietors in terms of the Public Health (Scotland) Act, 
Sections 40 and 4W,
Act, 1897, Sectlor 40.
•Where it appears to any Local Authority that any house 
or part thereof, or say article of bedding or olothing 
therein, is in such a filthy or unwholesome condition 
that the health of any person is affected or endangered 
thereby, or that the whitewashing, cleansing or purify- 
-lxm of any house or part thereof, °r any artiole of 
bedding or olothUv therein, would tend to prevent or
cheek/
check infectious disease, the Looal Authority shall
give notioe in writing to the owner or oooupier of 
suoh house or part thereof, to whitewash, cleanse 
or purify the same, or any suoh artiole, as the oase 
may require.* (Penalty in default)
W I T  A.t. 1897. - Seotlon 47.
*Wh«i It .ppe.rs te the Looel Authority, upon 
the certificate of the medioal officer or any other 
legally qualified medical practitioner, that the 
cleansing and disinfecting of any house, or part 
thereof, and of any articles therein likely to retain 
infection, or the destruction of suoh artloles, 
would tend to prevent or Shook any infectious disease, 
the Looal Authority may serve notice on the oooupier, 
or where the house or part thereof is unoccupied on 
the owner, of suoh house or part thereof that the 
same and any suoh articles will be cleansed and dlsln- 
-footed, or fas regards the artloles) destroyed, by 
the Local Authority, within a time to be specified 
in the notioe f N i  the receipt of the said notioe, 
that he will cleanse and disinfect the house or part 
thereof, and any suoh articles, or destroy suoh 
articles, to the satisfaction of the medioal officer 
or of any other legally qualified medioal practitioner 
as testified by certificate by him, within a time 
fixed in the notice.* (Penalty in default)
Similar powers are bestowed by the Glasgow
Polios (Amendment) Act, 1M0, Sections PII and Till (q.v.
The Glasgow Police Act, 1846, Seotlon 254 
definitely/
£0*
definitely applies similar powers to the whole tene- 
-ment: not only are the interior of the dwellings to be 
whitewashed, but the proprietor is required to treat 
in a similar manner the outside of the dwellings, the 
common stairs, lobbies, and staircases*
In addition to the specific examples already 
given, the law regarding nuisances in general is to be 
strictly applied* Every little Improvement in general 
sanitation, mast evidence somewhat to limiting the 
disease, although stress should not be laid on that, to 
the exclusion of the employment of more effective 
measures, l*t< vaccination*
But am e p H  mi Jo weeks a wondrous change, and 
people im general will shear a commendable alaorlty at 
such times in remedying any nuisance whloh under ordinary 
circumstances they would he uulte indifferent to*
The lineal Authority ought certainly to utilise 
the powerful lever Which general fear will place in their 
hands, te carry ent reforms which at ether times would 
meet with active opposition*
In an earlier section ef this paper, the faot 
was alluded te that comparatively few medioal praotltlon- 
-ers have had oaporioncc of heal 1-pea* It is of the 
greatest Inpertcnse therefore, that when an epidemic does 
occur, the mass ef clinical material whloh it glues rise 
te, should be made available to the whole medioal pro­
gression of the district*
Ollnloal demonstrations of the disease at the 
isolation hospital should be organised, and all practi­
tioners invited te attend*
The advantage ef suoh a course can hardly be 
over-estimated, as it will tend to the earlier and more 
accurate diagnosis of the disease, and thus lead to its
speedy limitation and extinction*
One class in particular of the community will 
require the careful supervision of the M. 0. H. during 
an epidemic of Small-pox, - the dlgr&tory population 
which inhabits farmed-out houses, model and common 
lodging-houses. These represent the lowest stratum 
of soolety, and comprise the idle, vicious and criminal. 
Owing largely to their vioious and Irregular habits 
they are unable to retain employment for any length of 
time. Their livelihood is of the most precarious 
nature, they may be best described as living a hand to 
mouth existenoe, Squandering the little they earn 
largely on drink, they take no thought of the morrow, 
and their lives are alternately passed in lodglng-housq 
poor-house, and prison* Possessing few effects they 
are not ohalned to any one locality, but may be constant 
-ly moving from one low quarter of the town to another. 
As tramps, they may oarry infection from town to town, 
and many an outbreak has been traced to suoh origin.
Should a case of Small-pox break out in a 
•Model*, there is apt to be a stampede of the •modellers, 
as a result. The danger to the eosananlty by the 
scattering of such a crowd o^contacts*, is very oon- 
-siderable, and it is Important to adopt means to pre- 
-vent it. It would be absolutely Impossible to trace 
the movements of individuals whose very names had not 
been ascertained.
These model lodging-houses are generally 
large, containing 100 - ®00 cubicles.
As It generally happens that the disease is 
late in being recognised, and owing te the free inter- 
-eourse of the lnastes with eaOh other, the chances of 
many/
many of them being infected are very considerable^
However ample a Local Authority's reception house 
accommodation might bo, it would be swamped by the 
sudden Invasion of several hundred individuals. If 
then, it be Impossible to make the lodgers go to the 
reception-house, make the reoeption-house come to the 
lodgers: ifo> convert the lodging-house into a temporary 
rettptlea-hou*e• This oan be brought about in a very
simple maimer* The lodgers are offered free re- 
-vaoolnatleci, and a week's board, at the cost of the 
Looal Authority. The week's board 1# the gilding which 
enables the somewhat bitter pill of the re-vaccination 
to be swallowed*
By this means the general tendency to scatter 
is prevented, the*oontaots* are as far as possible 
protected by re-vaecinatlon, and the week's board keeps 
them all under one roof so that they oan be lnspeoted 
from day to day*
In tarrying out the work of re-vaocinatlon 
amongst the inmates of a modal lodging-house, the suooess 
Writh which it is attended will largely depend upon the 
aotlve co-operation of the manager and staff.
As a rule, in dlasguw, this has been obtained, 
but within the last month (January 190B) a striking 
object lesson has ooourred.
A oase of Small-pOK oocurred in a model lodging- 
house, but the manager being an antl-vaoolnator, no 
re-vaoo inatlon of the inmates oould be obtained. The 
Lfcoal Authority waited patiently, Whilst keeping a 
sharp look out on the lodging-house. In due time the 
anti-vaccinating manager and his wife, his ohief warder, 
and/
and now nearly 30 other inmates who refused re-vaccina- 
-tion, have all oome into hospital with Small-pox.
This it an indication of the facilities offered by the 
"Model* life for the spread of infection.
The Local Authority would do well to offer 
the week's board to all model lodging-houses, irrespec­
tive of the occurrence of a oase in any particular 
one, as the model lodger shows a tendency to wander 
from one lodging-house to another. By an agreement 
with H* V. Prison Commissioners, the Looal Authority 
of 11asgow defrays the expense of the re-vaccination 
of the short-sentence prisoners. This is a proceeding 
whioh is worthf Of being oopled, as it ensures the 
▼agrant olasses being protected at a oertaln phase 
of their existence. Those who escape re-vaoc inatlon 
in the models may be subjected to the prooess in the 
prison.
tm addition to the general measures already 
alluded to, the beeal Authority oust make isolation 
hospital aeoesMOdatiou, adequate to the needs of 
the district in epidemic condition.
6 4 .
V A C C I N A T I O N .
The moraoui value of vaooination as a 
prophylaotlo against Small-pox haa been apparent to 
everyone who has had large personal experienoe of the 
disease, and it would be an entirely needless pleoe 
of labour, at this time of day, and more especially in 
a University thesis, to seel to prove this foot*
Starting with the well-founded assumption 
that vaooination is a sine qua non in combatting an 
outbreak of SHllfox, it is proposed to review the
various conditions under whloh it is praotlsed at the 
present day*
Administrative Authorities oonoerned.
When the Vssetnstion lets were being formulated 
praotleally the only organised system of looal admlnls- 
-tration was that under the feor-Law Boards. Sanitary 
solenoe was In its infancy, and no regular public health 
servioe ha# as yet been formed* Under these oiroum- 
-stanoes It was only fitting that the duty of carrying 
out the provisions ef the Vaooination lots should fall 
upon the only enisling fern ef Local Authority. since 
that time, the various basal Oovernment and Public 
Health Acts have evolved a complete system of representa- 
-tive bodies charged with the ears of the publlo health. 
But, notwithstanding the immediate relation whloh the 
prastlee of vasolnatlom bears to the public health, no 
steps have as yet been taken to transfer its administra- 
-tion to those bodies who are better fitted to deal with 
it. The whole publlo health servioe has had as its 
foundation the Poor-Lser Board, and we may regard the 
present/
present anomalous relegation of the administration of 
the Vaooination Acts, to the paroohlal boards, as an
interesting relio of the evolution of the Publlo Health 
Servioe.
There is no particular advantage attaching 
to the present system, whilst the transference of 
Vaooination measures to the proper authorities, would 
be of considerable benefit.
A Local Authority would then be able to have 
an exact and Intimate knowledge of the degree to whloh 
the ooauiunity was protested against Small-pox, instead 
of hating to obtain the requisite information in a 
round about manner.
Lymph and lamt aupj»Ur.
Public vaccinators of large experience are 
agreed that hiseanised lymph is generally more active than 
calf-lymph; that the percentage of insertion - success 
attained by its wee is greater; and that the vesicle 
produced is more purely a vaccine veslole, with less 
tendenoy to local inflensatery reaction. Immunity 
t against Small-pox, ^ mefcover, seems to be obtained earlier 
when human lymph is employed, bding generally complete 
by the 12th day of vaccination. No doubt the areola 
formed both after the use of humanised and eilf lymph, 
is in reality due to the extraneous organisms contained 
in the lymph* These are mainly germs whose normal 
habitat is the skin of the human subject and calf 
respectively. The introduction of suoh germs by inooula- 
—tion is likely to be followed by less irritation in 
the oase whose lymph is derived from the human being, 
as the cutaneous germs in the lymph are of the same kind
as those generally present on the skin. On the 
other hand,the cutaneous gems of the oalf will be more 
or less foreign to the human tissues, and are more apt 
therefore to create greater irritation*
The use of oalf lymph, however, not only 
ensures an adeqjoate supply being maintained, but does 
away with the prejudloe against human lymph, namely, 
that sundry diseases, notably Syphilis, may be transmitt- 
-ed by its use.
So long as the arm-to-arm system of vaooinar- 
-tion prevailed, the question of a central lymph-supply 
did not arise. But now that the use of oalf-lymph 
is the rule, and more especially as the use of glyoerised 
oalf-lymph is made obligatory by the Vaooination (Eng.) 
Aot, 1808, it becomes an important matter to study 
the sources of lymph supply.
At present,the manufacture of calf-lymph 
is in the hands of private firms, over whom no adequate 
supervision can be maintained. No doubt, in order to 
attain oocsnerolal success, these manufacturers try to 
produoe the best artlole possible. But Instances are 
not infrequent in ordinary business, of a firm having 
aohieved deservedly a high reputation, trading upon 
that,and afterwards produoing an inferior areoli.Further, 
the conxnercial basis of the manufacture of vaccinal 
lymph is not a good ane: there is always the temptation
to secure inoreased profit at the expense of efficiency, 
Glyoerised lymph Is the order of the day, and one has 
only to oompare lymphs of different ^brands* to see 
how variable the consistenoy is. This is largely due 
to the quantity of glyoerine added* A fertile souroe
•*/
£1*
of "weak* lymph is therefor© to be found in an undue 
addition of glyoerlno9 or glycerine and water combined. 
Instances have not been wanting during the Glasgow 
epidemic of Small-pox, of marked deterioration in lymph 
whioh formerly had a good repute. This was especially 
noticeable when, under epidemic stress, sudden and 
large demands were made upon the manufacturer. The 
inferiority of the lymph was evinoed in two ways, 
first, in a lowered percentage of insertion-success; 
secondly, in the frequency with which *had arms11 
ooourred, during the use of a particular lymph. This 
led to a baoterlologioal examination of the various 
lymphs used, and the following are some of the analyses 
obtained.
A. «.
333 Boo. Xerosis. 637 Bao. Xerosis.
8 Staph. Albas. % Yellow Bao.
X • Aureus. 1 Bao. Sub till a.






100B00 |««us per e*o.
These were all samples ef gly*erlnlsed lymph, whioh, of 
oourse, should have been perfeotly free from ordinary 
baoterla when issued te the publlo.
Fortunately no speolflo pathogenic organism 
was found In any lymph examined, nor oould any instance 
of speolflo pathogenic infeotion be traced. During 
an epidemic of Small-pox the reliance placed upon 
vaooination is considerable, and it is therefore of 
vital moment that the efflolenoy and purity of the 
lymph employed should be above suspicion. If inferior 
lymph be inadvertently used, the whole value of vaooina- 
-tion is discredited in the eyes of the publlo, and 
the Local Authority thereby greatly handloapped in 
fighting the disease.
The only proper solution of the difficulty is 
for the Local Government Board to assume the sole right 
of manufacturing lymph. By this means the purity of 
the lymph used would be ensured, and a uniform standard 
of efflolenoy maintained.
The temptation, from a oommerolal point of 
view, to fulfil orders by issuing lymph whloh had not 
beer properly prepared, stored, and tested, would be 
entirely obviated.
Effioiont
There is a general eons ensue of opinion which
Is embodied in the instruct leas ef the Looal Government
Board to Pabllo Vaeo last era, that the maximum efflolenoy 
of th. T U t l M l  A. ( M d a M  by four or more
insertions which yield a combined area,in the vesicular 
stage of at least one-half square inoh.
Whilst therefore, the degree of Immunity
produoed will be fairly uniform so far as those vaool-
-nated by the Publlo Vaoolnators are concerned, the re- 
-suits obtained In the hands of the general praotltloner 
will/
£2*
will be very variable.
There seems to be a widespread belief
amongst practitioners, that a small vaccination if
_ I
successful, will be;equally effioacious as a multiple
h
or single large one. This is no doubt due to the 
faot that the •vaocine* must coiitaln living germs 
(although the speolflo ones have not yet been identified) 
which, in eoxanon with all living things, have the 
power of multiplying. But bacteriology has clearly 
shown that, mp to a certain point, the number as well 
as the virulence of the germs, stands In a fairly 
oonstant ratio to the degree of immunity produced.
Not only is the amount of the vacoinal-lymph inserted 
(roughly measured by the area of skin involved in the 
operation) of importance, hut several separate inser- 
-tions will apparently give a higher degree of immunity 
than a single one of eqpal area. Zn support of this, 
reference aay be made te the researohes of Maroon, 
laid before the loyal Ceuniseion on Yaooinatlon by 
Dr. Theme Thome, and of deytem, Superintendent of 
the Metropolitan Asylums Board Small-pox Hospital.
The degree of Imnnlty conferred is there 
shown to stand In relation te the number, size and 
quality of the vaocinal sears.
Probably the mistaken belief already alluded 
to, aay account for the utterly Inefficient performance 
of vaooination frequently met with, but another cause 
operates to some extent. Mothers as a rule look 
upon vaooination as a necessary evil, and whilst obeying 
the law, they wish In every way to minimise the damage 
done/
done to the child's arm. They rarely concern thomr- 
- selves with the question as to whether they are 
securing the immunity of the child to Smal 1-pox.
With this intention they insist upon the 
medioal attendant putting on only one mark, and try 
to saoure that it is as small as possible. Knowing 
that if he does not consent to vaccinate as so directed, 
some others will, the medical practitioner too often 
yields, and signs a certificate of successful vaccina- 
-tion whioh is not worth the paper it is written on. 
Small-pox is fre^pently far away, and he may oomfort 
himself with the reflection that when the disease appears 
he cam repeat the vaccination* Unfortunately this 
good resolution is lost sight of, and so another
imperfectly protected — or is added to the nr— nml I,
These fjirfestiy vaccinated infants constitute 
a few years later, the great proportion of the Small- 
-pox attacks whioh occur — dor 10 years. But not only 
content with prodastag again—  vaccinations, soae 
praotitieaers have been found ta strain the letter of 
the law. by signing cert if ice* es of successful vaoolna- 
-tlon where the reaction has been doubtful.
What heppc—  in each a case is shown by the 
followJj*. At tent leu was sailed to a ohild of 4 years 
apparently Chfforgag frca Ms— ice. There was no
possible deetot that the disease was confluent Small-pox 
in the vesicular stage. Experience having shown the 
praotloal impossibility of such ooourrlng so soon after 
vaooinatica, X asked the aether why the child had not 
boon vaccinated* She replied the* ho had boon, but 
close ex amine t ten of the digged site, gave no lndloatlon
or/
of a mark. Close questioning elioited the faot that 
the vaccination had been attempted, had not taken 
properly, but that the "paper* had been signed.
Whilst frankly adaitting that multiple 
marks ere beat, one has been forced to largely content 
oneself with securing a single good mark. People as 
• rule will not hare more than one, but efficiency 
can be secured by making It a large one.
Multiple small muMtS hare oertalnly the 
advantage ef healing easier than a single large one.
It Is greatly to be regretted that the 
standard laid down by the Local Government Board for 
the Public ▼aoelnatere, I# net Obligatory upon the 
general medical practitioner. If this oould be 
effected, there weald be no temptation to the praoti- 
-tloner to petffOPU vaccination in the present Inefficient 
manner, as In reply to all percussions cm part of the 
parent, be eeuld state that the method esqployed was 
the only erne which weald satisfy the requirements of 
the law. *
Whilst engaged In Small-pox work, It has 
frequently been my lot to come across Inefficient 
vaccination, bath primary and re-vaeolnatlon. More 
than ones the sole evidence of vaccination performed 
a day or twe before was a single linear incision of 
about one eighth ef an Inch. If a vesicle formed, 
no matter what Its dimensions were, the certificate 
of successful vaoolnetlcm was given. Small wonder 
then, that attacks of Small-pox (although generally 
very mild)are not unknown within 5 years after such 
successful vaccination.
But/
But Ignorance end careleesness in the 
performance of vaoolnatlon is not only evidenced 
by the email dimensions of the vesicle, or of the 
soar which results. Another line of evidence Justifies 
only too clearly this apparently harsh condemnation 
of vaoolnetion as generally practised. The law 
permits after three uusuooessfnl attempts at vaooina- 
-tion, a eertlfloate of insusceptibility to vaccinal 
Infection: this alternative certificate being no
doubt devised to meet possible Instances of idiosyn­
crasy* The frequenoy with which such certificates 
are granted Is appalling, In view of the well known 
fact that actual Insusceptibility to vaccination is 
extremely rare.
This startling discrepancy between the 
relative frequency of actual and statutory Insuscepti­
bility to vaccination, must not be ascribed entirely 
to lnefflolenoy on part of the vacelnator. Three 
bona fids attempts may have been made unsuccessfully, 
and having dome so, the practitioner is perfectly 
Justified In the certificate of insuscepti­
bility. The fault Chiefly lies In the legal defini- 
-tloo of Insusceptibility. Swing to defective lymph, 
hot weather or other unfavourable lnfluenoe, three 
attempts made within a short tins or one another, may 
all fall, and yet the Infant be really susceptible 
to uaoclnatlen.
As a eolation ef the difficulty one may 
suggest that the law be aammdsd so as to allow of the
following procedure.
After three failures to vaccinate, a oerti-
-fioate/
-floate of a temporary character should be signed, 
and sent to the registrar. Such temporary oertifi- 
-oates could be revised after six months, and the 
parents again called upon to secure the vaccination 
of the child. This delay would at least probably 
ensure the use of different lymph, and a greater 
measure of success would be attained. Whatever 
prooedure might be adopted, one thing should at least 
be secured, namely, that legal and actual susoeptibil- 
-lty should be practically synonymous terms• That 
they are far from being so at present is seen from the 
following returns.
In the Report of the Medioal Officer to the 
Local Government Board of England, for 1887, Dr. Cory, 
a Public Vaoeinator of vast experience (now dead) makes 
the following statement regarding "insusceptibility" 
to vaooinstiou*
"in as cor dunce with your wish that I should 
record my caperismsa of vaccinating children who have 
been certified us "iconseoptible" I have to Inform 
you that at varieme times four such oases have been 
sent to me at Surrey Ohspsl, and five at Lamb1 s, 
Gonlult Street* and that in every such case my first 
attempt at veecJmetlem has succeeded. The resulting 
vesicle# (whether dome with human or with calf lymph) 
have beam qwite characteristic of vaccine, but eight 
of them were accelerated in their course in the 
same way that I have observed after a first unsuc­
cessful operation by myself.
Of our own vaccinations, I may say that I 
have in my time performed over 30,000 primary vaccina­
tions/
-tions with human or with calf lymph, and that it 
has only once fallen to my lot to fail twice at an 
attempt at vaooination. The subject in this instance 
was a ten-year-old child, in whom, as stated by its 
mother, vaccination had been attempted on previous 
ossasions without result* My operation failed at 
the second attempt, and I did not get the opportunity 
of trying a third time* I believe the late Dr.
Marson has recorded an identical experience from 
several thousands of operations performed at Black- 
“friars Station, when humanised lymph only was used." 
The Beport of the Medical Officer to the
Local Government Board (England) for the year 1898-99, 
contains an page n ,  the following statement.
"Of 005,MPT children cm whom vaeolnatlon had been
performed, no many as j,88Ci were certified to be 
Inswaoeptible of vaaatnatlcmf that is to say, they 
had been vaccinated unsuccessfully at least three 
times. Me smelt eeae was met with during 1898-99 
amongst 3,541 prlswry vaccinations performed by the 
Board* s operator* gad this number being added to the 
107,180 similar caeca referred to in my last report,
d v .  . m a i m  M m r r “ ~  r--1— v vaooina-
without
the o ( M W N M i  »« M W  of .o-o«Uea in»u»-
This large percentage of "insusceptible"
certificates is an annual eaperienec.
Dr. Neil Carmichael, the Public Vaccinator 
for the City of Glasgow, has informed me that in twenty 
years j
e of vaocination he has never had a 
single oase of true insusceptibility. Prom these 
reports, it is abundantly evident that the care with 
whioh the operation is performed has a marvellous 
effeot in dissipating •insusceptibles.*
It is important that the profession generally 
should bear in mind that in performing vaccination, 
their efforts should be direoted more to securing 
immunity to Small-pox to the child, than to complying 
with the letter of the lav.
Until a uniformly high standard of vaccina­
t i o n  is universally practised, vaoclnatlon will always 
be liable to he mistrusted, and will fall into ill- 
- da served Atorogtfto.
Another sounoe of danger, especially in tho 
faoe of an epidemlo of Small-pox, is the oertifloate 
of postponement of vaoolnatleu idiieh is apparently 
rather freely granted by practitioners. No doubt, 
it Is not desirable to add to any dhlld's affliction 
by insisting on vaooinatlng during an illness, but 
there are exceptional el reams tanees. Whenever there 
is definite knowledge of exposure to the infection of 
Small-pox, then, postponement certificate notwithstand- 
-ing, let every such Infant be at once vaccinated, 
unless obviously in a dying condition. The suscepti­
bility of the infant to Small-pox is so great, and 
the mortality of Small-pox under one year is so fright- 
-ful, that almost no oondltion of health should be 
alloved to stand in the way of the immediate vaccination 
of a child living in an infeeted house or tenement.
years /practic
Let us now pass to a brief consideration of the 
Operation of Vaocination:-
Where at all possible, it is important to 
secure that the part to be inoculated should be, on 
general surgical principles, made thoroughly clean. 
There is, however, no necessity for strict asepsis 
being aimed at, and oertainly antiseptic solutions 
should be avoided unless they are thoroughly removed 
before lymph is applied* Excluding those exceptional 
oases, suoh as the treatment of naevus, or local 
praotij^es as In Ireland, where the leg is frequently 
chosen, the upper arm about the insertion of the 
deltoid is almost the invariable site*
The Instrument used, i.e. (needle, bundle 
of mounted needles,aaaeiflers, lancets, etc.,) is of 
seoondary Importance. Baoh individual has his own 
Instrument in the speolal use of whloh he beoomes 
expert *
But attention may be called to a method 
devised by Dr# Hell Carmichael which has oertain 
features to reoommend it*
This gentleman usae a blunt lancet, and 
whilst the shin of the arm is stretched laterally, he 
makes twelve separate punctures, of sufficient force 
to split the superficial layers of the epidermis*
The lymph has been previously spread over 
the area operated upon* After the punctures have 
been made, the lancet is used like a trowel, and in two 
sweeps, the lymph is*plastered* into the V Shaped pits 
formed./
formed. YThen the tension of the skin is relieved, 
the gaping mouths of the punctures close up and preseii 
only lines in their places.
The number of separate punctures made ensures 
the success of some at least, and as no blood is drawn, 
not only are the mother's fears allayed, but there is 
leas likelihood of secondary pyogenio infection.
Beyond the confines of a Public Vaccine 
Station it will be found Impossible, however, to get 
so many separate marks applied. In praotlce, there- 
-fore,I have been obliged whilst using precisely the 
same method, to make the punctures clpaer to eaoh 
other, so that one large reside will form*
9 ' 1 ’ i l i f t
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This method, in either modification, has the 
advantage of being rapidly performed, of being highly 
euooessful in securing pure vaooine with no pyogenio 
infeotlon, and of avoiding the drawing of blood, and 
thus accelerating the prooess of drying.
There is no need, in this paper, to describe 
the evolution of the vaooinal inoculation, but some 
praotloal hints may be given im the eafte of the arm 
after the operation shows signs of being successful.
Bhen the underclothing is clean there is no 
need of any application to the Inoculated part, until 
the reside has properly formed, and even then the ohly 
protection required is a mechanical one. T^ iis may be 
best secured by loosely stitohing a pleoe of lint on 
the inside of the sleeve, Just opposite the part. 
Vaooination shields, which are generally found in any 
position/
2&M.
position but the right one, should be avoided. I 
have seen the tapes of a shield forming two deep circular 
grooves round the arm, the edge of the shield deeply 
Indenting the arm all round Its circumference., and the 
vaeolnation Itself heaved up like a pie-crust owing to 
the resultant oedema. Frequently on examination, the 
edge of the dhleld will be found • sawing* through the 
eentre of the vaccination and covered with pus and crusts.
Amongst the poorer olassesi shields are frequent­
l y  passed from one family to another f undergoing no 
cleansing process in the interval: a filthy and dangerous 
practise.
lhan the taflaaaatory process is nearing its
height, the arm should be kept as far as possible at
rest* At the *sbm and subsequently, to allay the
sensation of heat in the part, and to absorb lymph 
leeting from a partially ruptured vesiole, it may be 
advisable ts dredge the Infl— ed area with plain powdered 
starch, oxide of sino or other bland preparation. When 
crusting commences it Is important to see that the orust 
is not removed by any oause9 Premature detachment is 
apt to result in pus-format ion, with exuberant granula­
tion developing, * the healing of the arm being 
greatly retarded.
A mild laxative after the eighth day or so,
may help to counteract the slight disorder of digestion
which the vaooinal fever may oause, but its administra­
tion before that date does not result, as is popularly 
supposed, in *sending the pock through the system,* 
for the very obvious reason that the effeots of vaccinia 
are general as well as local.
Delayed Vaccination:-
For some unexplained, reason, a vaccination 
may hang fire for a few days before showing any local 
alteration: this is more frequently met with when calf 
lymph is employed, and is probably due to some degree 
of inertness in the lymph itself. Gentle friction 
applied to the seat of inoculation will frequently, 
probably owing to the looal congestion which it causes, 
stir up the flickering fires to a successful issue.
These are frequently very alarming alike to 
the adult patient and to the practitioner. Not 
infrequently, I have found them mistaken for Small-pox 
itself* They are generally of the urticarial or 
erythoaatous type, and are as a rule of short duration.
The quality of the lymph is no doubt a factor in their 
production, but idiosyncrasy is toy far the most potent 
oause* As confirmatory of this the following oase 
may be referred to.
Z was asked to see a lad of sixteen who 
exhibited a peouliar radh. He had been re-vaccinated 
some ten days before, and presented at the time of 
visit, m violent netiotrial eruption. The mother 
stated that, about the same time after his infantile 
vaeolnation, he had developed an exaotly similar 
eruption.
•Reorudaao ence* of ▼aoo.lnl*.
This term was applied by me, in default of a 
better, to denote a curious phenomenon which came fre- 
-queatly under our notice when carrying out re-vaooination. 
After/
After healing had made some progress, the sore was 
observed to swell, become oedematous, and appear as if 
it were about to ulcerate. This yielded in the course 
of a few days to simple antiseptic dressings, and no 
untoward developments subsequently occurred. There was 
not the slightest suppiolon of vaoolnal Syphilis, and 
in all probability this appearance was partly duo at 
least to the glyoerized lymph.
It is universally admitted that the protection 
afforded by inefficient vaccination is not oontliknous, 
but that the degree of immunity conferred tends to 
gradually disappear with the lapse of time. As time 
passes subsequent to successful vaccination, the 
Individual beoomes not only susceptible in an increasing 
degree to Small-pox, but to the vaccinal process itself. 
How oan the present protecting power of a vaccination 
done in the past, be best estimated?
When a pure uncomplicated vaccination has 
run its course, a cicatrix results, owing to the 
destruction of tissue whioh the inoculation Involves.
The soar is more or less clroular, and after some months 
has elapsed, is white in colour, and presents numerous 
shallow pits, so that it is generally termed"foveated." 
This foveatlon ia distinctive of the vdoolnal oioatrix. 
Should the vaeolnation have beoome secondarily infected 
with pfugenic organisms this typical appearance may 
be interfered with and even lost. The oioatrix may 
then be glazed, puckered, and Irregta&ar. When there 
is no evldenoe of foveatlon, it is impossible to allege 
that/
that a particular scar is due to vaccination, whilst 
it does not exolude the possibility of it having had 
such an origin. It is not unlikely that in some cases 
the true vaccination may have failed to take, whilst 
a local pyogenic infeotion may have occurred. This 
may probably be the explanation of some cases of Small- 
-pox occurring in Individuals alleged to have been recent- 
*ly vaccinated, and having a soar of this character at 
the site of the supposed inoculation.
The soar of vaeolnation is. generally permanent, 
but it may be difficult to discover, especially if the 
arm be covered with a Small-pox eruption. The soar 
stands in a fairly constant relation to the area occupied 
by the vaoolne voslele, and may be therefore taken as a 
fairly good index, especially when its size and characters 
are considered, of the efficiency with Thioh the opera- 
-tion had been performed at some ai&beedent period.
In estimating the efficiency with which 
vaeolnation has been performed, we must therefore take 
into account
(1) the number of soars,
(2) the foveated area.
Whilst in endeavouring to form an estimate of
the degree of immunity possessed by a vaccinated
individual, we have to add
(3) the length ef time which has elapsed since
the operation was performed.
In other words, the susoeptlblllty to attack 
by Small-pox may be roughly gauged by a summary of
these three factors.
fr aid in the eatlmjbHcsi of the area o f ’
Vaccinal/
vaccinal scars the following rule is in use at the
C1)Glasgow.Small-pox Hospital
•An approximate collective area of the vaccination 
•cars has been estimated as follows:- A two inch 
soale marked off in one-tenth inoh is applied to the 
•oar, the arm being in a position of rest, and the 
skin not stretched. Two diameters at right angles 
to eaoh other are measured, the longer to a tenth 
inoh less than the actual length, the shorter to 
one tenth-inch more. Eleven-fourteenths of the
product of these two readings is regarded as the area 
of the soar, and is expressed in hundredths of a 
square inoh. Each soar is measured, and the added 
areas are entered in the oolumn ’collective area’ .*
As alrsadj shown, true, as distinguished 
from statutory insusceptibility to vaccination is 
extremely rare, and univerdal testimony exists that 
the same is true of susceptibility to Stoall-pox.
Does the one imply the other! This question 
can hardly be answered at present owing to the want 
of exact data regarding the few true insusceptibles
to vaccination.
 ^ .hose susceptibility to
vaooination imply susceptibility to Small-pox? Whilst 
the answer must be, net necessarily, yet it is a good 
practical rule to assume that it does.
Susceptibility to Yaooination returns earlier 
than susceptibility to Staall-pex after vaccination. 
Children of three and four years have been found to
(*) Dr. Birdwood, Met. Asylums Board Report, 1891, p.59.
re-vaccinate successfully, In many instances, although 
no doubt this age could be considerably raised, were 
the infantile vaccination in every case a thoroughly 
efficient one.
In searching the list of Small-pox patients 
I have only been able to find the following instances 
of Small-pox occurring within five years after 
infantile vaccination, however imperfeotly performed. 
Needless to say we have had numerous Instances of 
taall-pox, generally severe, occurring in unvaccinated 
children under the same age limit,
(1) Age 2 yrs: Infantile Taocination one nark,
94 sq. inoh, not foveated: eruption sparse.
(2) Age 5 yrs: Infantile vaccination doubtful:
eruption fairly abundant.
It can be safely said then that suscepti- 
-bility to vaoclnatlon retumaearlier than suscepti­
bility to attack by Staall-pox after vaoolnatlon. 
Efficient re-vaoelnation is undoubtedly oalled for 
at ten years of age.
As seoond attacks of Small-pox occur, (one 
instance of this is found in the Glasgow Small-pox 
Hospital reoords vheae a patient comes in with a 
seoond attack after a seven years interval), and as 
the protection afforded by vaccination is less than 
that given by an attaok of Staall-pox, it is not 
surprising to find Small-pox occurring in re-vaccinated 
people. As no record of the proportion of re- 
—vaccinated adults exists, it is impossible to 
determine the relative frequency of such an occurrence.
The/
The present epidemic (1900-1902) furnishes 
us with the foilowing:-
(1) Revaccinated 4 yrs.ago: eruption fairly abundant.
(2) • 6 • 7 spots.
(3) * 17 • sparse eruption. (3 marks)
(4) • 20 *2 marks, very sparse eruption.
(5) • 24 • fairly abundant.
(6) • 27 • 1 mark. » •
(7) • 28 • rery sparse.
(8) • 31 • 2 re-yaccinations, sparse.
(9) • 32 • • 4 re-vac. narks, very sparse.
It will be seen that none of these cases 
were very severe, and none proved fatal.
Probably re-vacoination after puberty would 
be more lasting in Its effeots than before that age, 
owing to the more settled condition of the tissue- 
-metabollem.
No one who has had experience of Small-pox 
doubts the urgency for a Re-vaccinatlon Act, and it 
is to be hoped that the present London epidemic will 
lead to early legislative action.
One point connected with vaeolnation seems 
to have escaped general notioe: a patient suffering
from Small-pox, and of course also long after his 
redovery, will not, vaccinate or re-vaccinate. 
Vaccination or re-vaoolnatlon may be successful at 
any point in the ineubatlaa period, up till the day of 
sickening, but not later. This is of great practical 
importance, as it enables us to decide on cases which 
it may be impossible to determine clinically. If a 
patient/
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patient suffering from suspected Small-pox is success- 
-fUlly vaccinated or re-vaccinated, then his disease 
is certainly not Small-pox.
How late in the incubation period of Small- 
-pox will re-vaocinationf if successful, protect the 
patient? CoryJ*^ quoting Marson,says, assuming 
the incubation period to be twelve days, and if a 
person be vaccinated during the first three days, 
he will esoape the disease. If the vaccination be 
delayed until between the third and fourth days, he 
would have a modified attack; if the vaccination 
occurred later, it would have no influence on the 
attack.
Of 95 persons who were successfully re- 
-vaooinated during their incubation period, the follow­
i n g  is an analysis:
^siokening, 0 1 ' • »  4 8 6 7 8 9 10 11' 12
Mo. of T 3 10 10 14 15 5 14 14 2 1 0 0
Cases.
A general correspondence was observed between 
the mildness of the attack, and the length of time 
which elapsed between the vaccination and the date of 
sickening*
(1) Theory and Practice of Vaccination, 1898*
OBJECTIONS TO VACCINATION.
Under this heading it is not proposed to 
enumerate and answer in detail the thousand and one 
objections which the anti-vaccinating propagandists 
formulate. To attempt such a task would be entirely 
a waste of time, as the testimony in favour of vaccina- 
-tion accumulated during many years, is more than enough 
to convinoe any fair-minded person. On the other 
hand, in the course of active work during the Small-pox 
epidemlo, it has been my lot to moot with several 
general objections to vaocination, which have a reasonable 
foundation. As an example of the whimsical objections 
offered, one may #9%# the following curious one.
An individual, living in an infected tenement, refused 
re-vaoolnatlon on the ground that he would run the risk 
of syphilis by the operation. When this objeotlon was 
met the statement that only the best calf-lymph was 
used, the answer given was well calculated to disturb 
one's professional gravity* He oould not take a » U -  
lymph booaas* ha vta a ▼egatwri.n!
Passing to somewhat more serious and general 
objections, one may put in the forefront the economical 
one. The answer frequently met with is, *Who will keep 
me and my family when 1 sm off work with a sore arm?*
This is a serious and eegemt objeotion. It is a 
grave matter for a working-man to be kept from his work 
for two or more weeks, and there oan be no doubt that a 
complete re-vaooination will seriously interfere with 
heavy manual labour* The individual has before him 
the oertaixity of a sore a*m9 and the (to him) very 
hypothetical/
hypothetical risk of taking Small-pox, or indeed, of 
him having already been infected.
It is a very difficult matter to convince 
people that they nay be incubating Small-pox, and there- 
-fore may show signs of the disease, whilst at present 
they feel perfectly well.
One can hardly wonder then, if they decline 
to submit to a positive ill, in order to avoid a probable 
or apparently Imaginary one.
The duty of the official ends when he has 
placed fairly before the publlo the alternative of sub- 
-mitting to re-vaccination, or of running the risk of 
taking Small-pox* i But the consciousness of having 
scrupulously fulfilled his duty, should not deter him 
from devising a means whereby this economical loss oould 
be obviated* TJhfortunately, the only method which 
would effect this end, would only ensure the difficulty 
being overcome in the future, and oould not help the 
present generation*
A rs-vaooination, performed in adult life, 
after primary infantile vaooinatlon, will undoubtedly 
•take* completely, and inflict a temporary disablement 
from manual labour* To avoid this, the re-vacoination 
dhould be performed at an early age before the suscepti­
bility to the inoomlation has returned*
The reaction will be a modified one - the vesiole aborting 
before it reaches its height, yet the immunity will be 
brought up to its full measure. This would imply that 
the operation should be performed every few years, say 7. 
If in addition to this, effioient vaccination were 
insisted upon, each time, the frequency with which the 
operation/
operation would be oalled for, would be considerably 
reduced. No one whose work brings him into repeated 
contact with Small-pox infection, is content to rely 
upon one successful re-vaccination, however, thoroughly 
performed. He makes attempts, with various lymphs, 
every year or two, and as some of theSe attempts will be 
attended by a certain measure of success, he keeps his 
protection up to the high water mark.
Next to the economical objection, is the one 
which states that the protection afforded is not absolute. 
That is, of course, perfectly true: and yet it is some- 
-what unreasonable. Whilst not guaranteeing absolute 
lmnunltj for the rest of life, vaccination is neverthe­
less the only prophylactic known, and should therefore 
be taken advantage of: half a loaf being proverbially bet- 
-ter than no bread at all.
Some base their disbelief in vaccination on 
the grounds of personal experience* "Mrs. X. was 
re-vaooinated and jet she took Small-pox in less than a 
week":- that la a common form of argument. The truth 
lsf of course, that Mrs. X. has been re-vaccinated at 
a period which is subsequently shown to have been a 
fairly advanced one in the incubation of the disease.
A oareful explanation of this apparently paradoxical 
result, frequently suooeeds in convincing waverers.
During an epldemio of Small-pox, while 
re-vaccination is being actively advocated, the wildest 
rumours regarding its bad effects will be in constant 
circulation. At least half a dozen instances of alleged 
amputated arms came to my personal knowledge, there 
being of course not the slightest foundation for suoh 
rumours/
rumour8*
No doubt, untoward effects will occur when 
vaccinated arms are not properly cared for, but the 
evils resulting from vaccination have been grossly 
®xa6Serated. Mothers eapacially are only too apt 
to ascribe to vaccination, all the ills which befall 
an infant for years afterwards.
Personal testimony will generally be found 
to weigh far more than any amount of cited authorities, 
and I have frequently referred to the fact that all of 
us engaged in dealing with Small-pox, take very good 
care to be re-vaccinated, knowing well that it is our 
only protection.
The above are in brief the chief objections 
to be met with in a Scotoh community, where the anti- 
-vaooinator, as yet, has not gained much ground.
Having dealt with the chief objections to
vaooination offered by the reasonable individual, we 
may now consider those maintained by Local Authorities. 
Either from an utter disbelief in vaooination as a 
prophylactic against Small-pox, or because they do not 
think it a neoessary one, some Looal Authorities propose 
to dsal with a Small-pox outbreak by the ordinary 
methods of isolation and disinfection. They argue 
tha£ if the Small-pox patient be at onoe recognised and 
isolated, and his former surroundings efficiently 
disinfected, an outbreak can be speedily repressed.
The immediate recognition of the disease in every case, 
is no doubt a valuable auxiliary in dealing with Small­
pox, but suoh an idoal condition is never fulfilled. 
Reference has already been made at considerable length 
to/
3SU
to the frequency with which the disease is wrongly 
diagnosed, or is wilfully concealed. Thess considera- 
-tions are sufficient in themselves to show how hopeless 
it is to combat Small-pox by isolation and disinfection 
alone. ftit the enormous difficulties experienced in 
endeavouring to ascertain all the people who have been 
exposed to infection from a given case have already 
been alluded to, so that one has always to be prepared 
for new oases springing up in the most unexpected 
quarters. Grant lag, however, that the case has been 
at onoe recognised and isolated, and all the contacts 
asoertaifeed, two insurmountable obstacles are at once 
apparent. Apart from vaooination, how is the hospital 
staff, doctors, nurses, cleaners, ambulanoe men, 
disinfectors etc. to be protected against the disease: 
and failing proper protection of these, how is the 
isolation to be properly maintained?
The reaords of any Local Authority will show
/
various employ e/d ooncerned with infectious disease, to
'A.
have contracted the disease with which they were working. 
Thus, hurses, doctors, ambulanoe drivers, etc. etc. 
will be strioken down with infectious disease in the 
course of a single year. Compare that record with 
that of a properly administered Small-pox Hospital.
In Glasgow, it is the rule that every one Joining the 
Sanitary Staff, in an^ capacity, from office boy upward, 
must be re-vaoelnated. As a result,no employe has 
contracted the disease exoept three,
(1) an old housemaid who kept concealed the fact 
that she had not been re-vaccinated, and who took 
Small-pox,-fortunately a mild attack,
(2)/
(2) a house-steward*s maidservant, whose re­
vaccination was overlooked for a few days: she also 
took Small-pox.
(3) a housemaid re-vaccinated 6 years before, took 
a very mild attack of the disease.
The striking feature of a record of infections 
disease occurring amongst the employes of an isolation 
hospital, ij^  the comparative frequency with vftiich 
nurses and others develop Scarlet Fever, Measles, Enteric , 
Typhus, Chicken-pox, Ac., on the one hand, and the 
absolute freedom from Small-pox of those engaged in 
dally work amongst Small-pox oases. This is all the 
more remarkable when the extraordinary powers of 
infectivity of Small-pox are borne in mind, and there 
is,of course, only one possible conclusion, that they 
owe their immunity to reoent successful vaccination.
But dismissing for the moment the question of the safety 
of the Hospital Staff etc. with the brutal remark 
that they are paid for any risk they run, let us turn 
to the "contacts.* An anti-vaccinating Local 
Authority professes to confine these rigorously to their 
houses until the incubation period is passed. Are we 
to passively await the development of the disease amongst 
them, as we are unfortunately forced to do in the case 
of Typhus, ar are we to take steps to protect them from 
the disease? Undoubtedly the only proper course to 
pursue, is to at once re-vaccinate them. No doubt in 
some, the prophylactic will come too late to protect 
from attack, but even in several this class, it 
will be in time to modify the severity of the illness.
In a large number (see Reoeption House returns already 
quoted) it will be found to ward off the attack.
2 2*
THE ISOLATION HOSPITAL.
When hospitals for the isolation and treat- 
-ment of infectious diseases came into general use, a 
not unnatural fear arose that the aggregation of 
infectious oases might have a detrimental effect upon 
the health of the population in the immediate vicinity 
of a haspital. An enquiry into this important matter 
was made by Dr. Thorne, of the English Local Government 
Board,in 1880-81. The enquiry, whilst accuxjulating 
a vast store of information regarding the construction 
and administration of the isolation hospitals then in 
use, gave chiefly negative results as regards the 
influence of the hospital in spreading the disease 
locally.
*
•Dr. Thorne, having to tell many a story of 
hospitals in which the circumstances of site, of con- 
-st ruct ion, and of management, might have been better 
than they were, has nothing to record of fevers, Soarlet, 
Typhus, Eatsrlo, or other Infectious diseases spread 
from the hospital, as suoh, to its neighbourhood.*
At the end of 1880 representations were 
received by the Local Government Board that cases of 
Small-pox were ocourrlng in an exceptional fashion 
round certain of the Metropolitan Asylums Board hospitals. 
A special enquiry was instituted by Mr. Power, and the 
finding seemed to be that the Fulham Hospital was in- 
-fecting the neighbourhood, in proportion to the 
proximity to the hospital*
A further extended enquiry was made, and the 
doctrine at the present day seems to be that Small-pox 
infection/
* Report by M*0* of Looal Government Board, 1682,
8ttpp* 1880-81. Use s M  influence of Hospitals for 
Ivifsotlous Diseases, page vii.
93.
infection is capable of being conveyed aerially to 
considerable distances "whilst retaining its power of 
causing the disease.
The latest example (January 1902) appears 
to be the Small-pox Hospital Ships in the Thames, 
infecting the neighbouring shores.
It is to be regretted that the vast number of 
faots accumulated during the epidemic in Glasgow of 
1900-1901, and still accumulating, have not at the 
moment of writing been thoroughly sifted so as to give 
evidenoe for or against this doctrine of aerial 
infection. But it may be worth while alluding to the 
difficulties which beset such an investigation.
If the Small-pox Hospital were situated in the centre 
of a district which was homogeneous in the density of 
its population, one great difficulty would be removed. 
Ciroles could be drawn at i mile radius, with the 
hospital as a centre, and the density of the population 
being uniform, the proportion of oases in the various 
rings could be readily ascertained. From such totals 
would require to be deducted of course, all cases which 
whilst residing in hospital area, had been clearly 
shown to have obtained their infection from a distant 
souroe. The difficulty, amounts in many cases to 
impossibility, of tracing the souroe of infection in 
each case, has already been referred to, and hence a 
more or less erroneous conclusion must be come to.
Unfortunately, the Glasgow Small-pox Hospital 
is very unfavourably placed for carrying out suoh a 
research into its influence in spreading the disease. 
Not only Is it situated at the Eastern Bounadry of the 
City/
H i
City, but the part of the town adjacent to it is very 
sparsely and irregularly built upon. (See map annexed). 
Added to this is the fact that the present epidemic 
started in the Eastern part of the City, and rapidly 
spread from its original centre.
The City, for registration and sanitary 
purposes is divided into 33 areas, which differ widely 
in extent and population. It is therefore extremely 
difficult in describing concentric circles from the 
hospitalmas centre, to determine with any approximation 
to accuracy, the density of the population within each 
circle. The density of population of each sanitary 
district is accurately known from the recent Census, 
but owing to the Irrftgtil&r shape of eatli area it is 
impossible to compute the relative proportions lying 
within each circle.
There can be no doubt that for a long time 
the extension of the disease was mainly Eastwards fran 
the original foous, along the main street, car routes, 
eto. Indeed one watched its progress towards the 
hospital fm s  week to week, so that aerial conviction 
could not be justified on this ground.
But still, oases did ocour all through the 
epidemic in the scanty population of the newly built-on 
areas nearest the hospital, and it was impossible to re- 
-frain from the conclusion that the hospital did wield 
an unfavourable influence in spreading the disease 
locally, Againat this, however, must be put the 
experience of the Fever Hospital which is only separated 
by a wall from the Small-pox Hospital, So long as the 
cases in the latter were few, it did not seem advisable 
to/
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to insist on re-vaccinating every patient admitted to 
the Fever Hospital, - yet none took the disease.
Later, however, when the Smal1-pox cases rose to a 
considerable number, re-vaccination was carried out in 
the Fever Hospital. Some five oases of Snall-pox 
then occurred in the Fever Hospital, having been re- 
-vaocinated too late, but infection from a personal 
communication could not definitely be excluded in any 
of them. So far as present evidence goes then, it can- 
-not be said that the Small-pox Hospital, in the 1900- 
1901 epidemic, spread the disease locally.
Another factor in vitiating any conclusion 
which might be drawn from a distribution of the cases 
in the neighbourhood of the hospital, or Indeed, in 
any other, is found in the vaooinatlng measures oarried 
out. It is obvious that re-vacclnation sarried 
vigorously out in a particular district, would tend to 
lessen the prevalenoe of Small-pox there, despite any 
lnfluenoe suoh as aerial oonvtotlon.
Admitting frankly, however, that a further 
investigation of the present epidemic may in all pro- 
-bability show some proof of aerial convection of 
infection from the Snall-pox Hospital, we are at least 
Justified in stating that the greatest care should be 
taken in selecting a site far a Small-pox Hospital.
It dhould be situated at a considerable distance from 
any centre of population, and yet near enough to allow 
of the ready transit of patients to it.
We need not here enter into details regarding 
the construction and plan of the hospital itself, but 
it may suffice to point out one or two speoial pre- 
-cautions/
-cautions that require to be borne in mind in its 
administration.
All employes, permanent or temporary, should 
show evidence of recent suooessful re-vaccination.
A recent example of the need for this is to be found 
in the epidemic of 1901. Over one hundred workmen 
were engaged in rapidly erecting temporary pavilions 
to cope with the urgent demand for more hospital 
accommodation. In spite of the enormous pressure of 
work on the hospital officials at the time, all buS 
three workmen who evaded the idiot, were re-vaccinated, 
and the three exceptions contracted Small-pox. As 
these men were working in the open air, and only 
adjacent to wards containing Small-pox, it shows the 
necessity for regarding the whole entourage of a 
Small-pox Hospital as infeoted. No one who has 
not been reoently re-vaoolnated should on any pretext 
tltetever be allowed to enter the preolnots of a 
Small-pox Hospital.
All employes should have ample bathing 
facilities, and provision should be made for keeping 
hospital and out-door clothes rigidly apart.
The enquiry-room should be at a considerable 
distance from the wards, and communication should only 
be maintained by telephone, no nurses being allowed 
to come in contaot with enquiring friends. All 
cases,which seem the least doubtful, should be at 
once re-vaccinated, and this process dally repeated 
until clear evidenoe of success is obtained.
The dismissal of a patient from a Small-pox
Hospital/
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Hospital calls for careful consideration. The 
period of detention will vary with the individual 
patient , but none should be dismissed until the skin 
is entirely clean and free from "cores* or peeling,
Thia will be accelerated by the liberal use of pumice- 
-stone or flesh-brush in the bath, special care being 
directed to the palms fluid soles. Beneath the horny 
epidermis of these parts, the lesions may have become 
dried fluid cornified - appearing as little black dots, 
which ean be appreciated by pflklpation, although they 
1 don't projeot beyond the gene red. surface. Thise may 
require to be scraped out individually, but however, 
they may be treated, none must be present when the 
patient is dismissed.
When the Small-pox elements have become 
completely freed from orusts, it will not infrequently 
be noticed that small secondary crusts fltppear. This 
is especially to be met with on the face, the angles 
of the nose in particular* It is questionable how 
far these delicate scales are infeotive, but it is 
undoubtedly advisable to hflkaten their disappearede 
by the use of emollients before the patient is dismissed.
The period of detention in hospital will 
vary acoording to the severity of the attack. Recent 
statistics of the Glasgow Small-pox Hospital, show 
the following (fatal cases being exoluded) duration 
of illness.
Taocinated. Doubtfully Vacolnated. Unvaccinated 
38.3 days. 51 days. 59.6 days.
As the lfltrge majority of eases reach Hospital 
by the 7th day of the illness, the above figures minus 
7 days, will gi#e the period of detention in HospitfldL.
DISPOSAL OF THE DEAD.
The corpse of a Snall-pox patient is an 
undoubted source of danger to the public health, and 
special measures have to be taken regarding it.
The ideal method of disposal would undoubted­
l y  be cremation.within the Snall-pox Hospital, but 
public opinion is far from being ripe for such a 
drastic method. It therefore becomes a question of 
the precautions to be taken before burial.
The body should be hermetically sealed in a 
zinc shell, or surrounded in the ooffln by quicklime, 
sawdust impregnated with corrosive sublimate solution, 
or wrapped in sheets steeped in solution of Formalin. 
Lately an Impervious shroud has been devised, which 
can be sealed by an adhesive solution, whilst a large 
pans of oalloldih or mica enables relatives to have a 
last look. The funeral must take place from the 
Hospital, and ths body be taken thence direct to the 
place of interment, according to the Public Health 
(Scotland) Aot, 1897, Seotion 63.
•If a person dies in a hospital or place of temporary 
accommodation for the sick from any infectious disease, 
and the medioal officer, or any legally qualified 
medical practitioner, certifies that in his opinion 
it is desirable, in order to prevent the risk of com- 
-municating such disease or of spreading infection, 
that the body be not removed from such hospital or 
place,except for the purpose of being forthwith 
buried, it shall not be lawful for any person to 
remove the body exoeyt #•* that purpose; and the body 
when taken out of such hospital or plaoe, shall be 
forthwith taken direot to the place of burial and 
there hnried.*
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE EPIDEMIC.
It Is a very unsafe thing to draw conclusions 
from observation of an epidemic which is growing, and 
then which later is interfered with by extensive 
vaccination. The following are the chief observa- 
-tions.
The quinquennium of life showing the greatest 
incidenoe of Small-pox, is the period 25-30 years.
This remains true, whatever point in the epidemic be 
ohosen or whether past epidemics are analysed. For 
purpose* of comparison the age constitution of the 
population is also shown in the accompanying table.
The severe attaoks were chiefly met yrith 
from 35-40: a man at this age having lost nearly all
his protection by the infantile vaccination.
Neither barometric pressure, moisture, 
velocity of wind, seem to have any direct influence 
on the disease.
Generally speaking, the disease prevailed 
more in the oold weather than in the warm, but social 
influences had a much greater effect, thus:-
The month of December, 1900, yielded only 
71 oasss, but January, from the second week onwards, 
saw a veritable explosion, and the total for the month 
was well over 400.
The great majority of the cases sickened 
about a fortnight after the New Year, and no.one 
could reasonably doubt that the great spread of infec- 
-tion was due to the New Year Holidays. At this 
period/
100.
period, unlike at other holidays, there is a great 
come and go between friends living in different 
parts of the town; indeed the populace is mixed up 
in an extraordinary manner. The result was that 
many were brought into contact with infection who 
were safe from it during their ordinary daily life.
At this time.also the disease was carried to Aberdeen, 
and other places, by persons from Glasgow sickening 
while on Holiday. The rapid fall in February,
March and April, must be largely attributed to the 
wholesale re-vaccination which then took place.
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